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ABSTRACT

FIRST-PRINCIPLES STUDIES OF
FERROELECTRIC PROPERTIES IN
ORGANIC CRYSTAL AND
PEROVSKITE SUPERLATTICES
by

Pratikkumar Dhuvad
This thesis discusses structural and ferroelectric properties of two well-known classes
of materials, perovskite oxides and Hydrogen bonded ferroelectrics, using first-principles
calculations. Certain aspects of first principles calculations are central to the problems
presented in this thesis. Such as the ability to calculate polarization based on the modern theory of polarization and calculation of ferroelectric property under finite electric
displacement field. Therefore, these fundamental theoretical approaches are discussed
following an opening section on the basic methodology of density-functional theory.
In addition to discussion on theoretical methods, a brief review of different phenomena and techniques crucial to alter/enhance ferroelectric properties at the interfaces
of perovskite materials has been presented along with examples. The first problem
presented in this thesis proposes and validates an alternative quantitative measure of
ferroelectric(FE) and antiferrodistortive(AFD) instabilities by means of calculating
inverse capacitance and layer inverse capacitance of layered perovskites. The presented methodological approach is applied to BaTiO3 /CaTiO3 and PbTiO3 /SrTiO3
superlatices and it precisely estimates FE and AFD instabilities. Here we also present
an approach to accurately predict the ferroelectric instabilities in large period superlatices from the statistical coefficients obtained from short period superlattices. In
ii

the second problem we study ferroelectricity in a organic crystal(croconic acid) for
which ferroelectric polarization is close to that of bulk BaTiO3 . We employ new
meta-GGA functional named SCAN and revisit all structural and ferroelectric properties. Calculated X-ray absorption spectra(XAS) qualitatively and quantitatively
agrees well with experimental O K-edge spectra. By discussing origin of each XAS
peak and their characteristic we demonstrate with systematic approach the connection between ferroelectricity and XAS in croconic acid. Best to our knowledge such
relation has not been realized in past. This study could prove XAS as a new way to
measure ferroelectric instability in hydrogen bonded organic ferroelectrics.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

”Do you want to calculate it, or do you want it to be accurate?”
-John C. Slater (1900-1976)
Analytic calculations for material properties have limitations. For example, so
far the quantum mechanics is applied to hydrogen atom to get full properties of
hydrogen. For larger systems the analytic calculations are impossible to carry out.
Computational Material Science (CMS) is a branch of Condensed matter Physics
which applies the Quantum theory and statistical theory to predict the properties of
materials using high performance computers.
Goal of CMS is to understand various properties and phenomena of materials and
to synthesize better materials for society. This goal is achieved by modelling materials
with help of computers that are programmed with different theories and algorithms
based on physics, mathematics, chemistry, material science and computer science. In
many cases computational approach may become only way to understand materials.
For example in cases of extreme and hostile conditions that can not be realised in
a laboratory, or it is extremely expensive to do study in laboratory. In my present
dissertation I have applied a very popular CMS tool called Density Functional Theory to examine ferroelectric properties. I have mainly focused on the ferroelectric
properties of inorganic and organic crystalline and layered materials. Ferroelectricity
is a characteristic of certain types of materials which possess a spontaneous electric polarization that can be reversed by the application of an external electric field.
Although ferroelecticity was first discovered in hydrogen-bonded organic materials,
1

such as Rochelle Salt and subsequently KDP(potassium dihydrogenphosphate), the
most studied family of ferroelectric materials are perovskite oxides with composition
ABO3 . Here A and B each represent a cation element or mixture of two or more
such elements or vacancies. Properties displayed by these perovskite oxides are very
diverse. Depending on the composition and cationic ordering, they can be metallic
or insulating and exhibit many different types of structure and magnetic order. Subfamily of insulating perovskite oxides exhibiting spontaneous polarization are know
as ferroelectric perovskite oxides. Besides their properties in bulk form, perovskite
oxides can exhibit novel properties under epitaxial strain, external electric field, magnetic field, compositional change and by forming superlattices of different perovskite
oxides. In this dissertation I have presented the ferroelectric properties of several perovskite supperlattices and hydrogen bonded organic crystalline materials. Following
is an outline of materials discussed in each chapter.
Chapter 2 is divided into two sections where I describe the details of the computational methods we use in our studies. In beginning of first section I give an
account of Thomas-Fermi theory and Hohenberg-Kohn theorems. Later I discuss the
Kohn-sham equation and its extension to spin-polarized systems. At the end of this
section,I briefly discuss about functionals we have employed in our study. Second
section of this chapter describes the Modern Theory of Polarization and brief details
about constrained D-field calculations.
In Chapter 3 I have presented a literature review of interface effects in perovskite
and perovskite-like materials. In this chapter I have shown with various examples that
phenomena like electrostatic coupling, strain and methods of interface engineering can
influence the functional properties of materials. This chapter is a part of our review
article entitled Interface enhanced multifunctionalities in oxide thin-films and SLs
under mechanical and electric boundary conditions .
In Chapter 4 I describe the methodological development of calculating inverse-

2

capacitance using Wannier centres. The method describes an approach to calculate
layer inverse capacitance and overall inverse capacitance of layered superlattice of insulating perovskite oxides. Calculated inverse capacitance can serve as a qualitative
measure of ferroelectric and antiferrodistoritive instabilities. In later part it is shown
that it correctly calculates the ferroelectric and antiferrodistortive instabilities for
BaTiO3 /CaTiO3 and PbTiO3 /SrTiO3 superlattices. And the truncated cluster expansion method employed could predict the ferroelectric properties of the long period
superlattice from the parameters obtained for short period superlattices calculations.
Chapter 5 focuses on the calculation of ferroelectric properties of Hydrogen bonded
organic ferroelectric crystal i.e., Croconic Acid(CA). After discussing structural and
ferroelectric properties of CA, we present the experimental and calculated X-ray absorption spectra(XAS) along with their peak assignments. In the last part of this
chapter we describe by systematic calculation the connection between XAS and ferroelectricity. From this study we demonstrate that XAS could serve as a probe to
measure ferroelectricity in Hydrogen bonded organic ferroelectrics.
Last chapter of this dissertation, Chapter 6, talks about important finding of
presented work, conclusion, their possible applications and future work that could be
performed on the basis of this to further extend the conclusions derived from these
works.

3

CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this chapter I discuss the theoretical foundations on which this dissertation research is based: Density Functional Theory(DFT) and modern theory of polarization.
I only give the brief description without touching upon the mathematical complexities
and derivation of the fundamental theorem. Since theory is not only the objective
of the thesis rather how it can be exploited for calculating structural properties such
as structural, functional properties and core-hole excitation spectra. It is necessary
to give justification of all the equations used for computation these properties. This
chapter is divided in two parts. In first part I briefly describe the development of
Density Functional Theory [82] and in second part I give account of modern theory
of polarization.[132]

2.1

2.1.1

Density Functional Theory

Thomas-Fermi Theory

Around 1928, the good approximation for the electronic energy including kinetic,exchange and correlation energy was known for homogeneous electron gas. Now
the idea was to construct a framework in which good approximation for the electronic energy of inhomogeneous electron gas can be described. In that construct the
energy density can be calculated incorporating kinetic, exchange and correlation contributions locally. This was the first time that the local density approximation was

4

proposed by Thomas and Fermi [183, 48]. Considering local uniform charge density,
an expression for the LDA kinetic energy is written as
Z
TT F = Ck

ρ (r) dr

(2.1-1)

with Ck = 2.871 hartree (or in 27.21 eV=1 H). Considering the local homogeneous
density the Exchange can be introduced using Slaters expression
Z
EX [ρ] = −CX

4

ρ (r) 3 dr

(2.1-2)

with CX =.739 hartree. Now exchange can be incorporated with local approximation proposed by Wigner
4

Z
EC [ρ] = −0.056

ρ (r) 3
1

dr

(2.1-3)

0.079 + ρ (r) 3

where all numerical constants are given in atomic unites.
By incorporating all the contributions the expression for the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac
[82] energy expression is given as
Z
ET F D [ρ] = Ck

5

ρ (r) 3 dr
Z
+

ρ (r) vext (r) dr
ZZ
0
ρ (r) ρ r
1
+
drdr0
0
2
|r − r |
Z
4
− CX ρ (r) 3 dr

(2.1-4)

+ EC [ρ]
In above expressions the terms are kinetic energy, interaction due to external applied
field, Coulomb interaction, exchange energy and correlation energy. ET F D solely
depends upon the electronic density and therefore it is said to be a energy functional.

5

This expression can be solved using variational principle with the known constraints
such as total number of particles.
Above expression can be solved for electron density by taking functional derivatives using iterative minimization. This method works fine for condensed phases, in
particular simple metals, but fails to work accurately for atomic and molecular systems since kinetic energy is treated homogeneous inside volume element over which
total energy is integrated. This requires a modern DFT approach where the kinetic
energy is treated to a better accuracy at the expense of re-introducing one-particle
orbitals.

2.1.2

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem

An intuitive idea of writing the energy exclusively in terms of the electronic density
was not proved until thirty years. In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn (HK)[61] formulated
and proved theorems which provide a solid mathematical ground to represent energy
exclusively in terms of electronic densities. Those theorems are as follows:

Theorem 1:
The HK theorem 1 states that if there are N interacting particles in a system and
they are moving in an external field vext (r) , the vext (r) is uniquely determined by
the ground state particle density ρ0 (r) except a constant. That mean there cannot
exist two potentials to give rise to the same ground state except a trivial additive
constant.[61]
The ground state expectation value of any observable is an unique functional of
the exact ground-state electron density ρ0 (r).

hΨ|A|Ψi = A [ρ0 (r)]

6

(2.1-5)

Theorem 2
The second theorem of HK states that a universal functional for energy can be
defined in terms of density which is valid for any applied external potential. The
functional of the exact ground state energy of a system that will have lowest energy
only when the input density is the real ground density state[61].

E0 ≤ E [ρ] = T [ρ] + EN e [ρ] + Eee [ρ]

(2.1-6)

F [ρ] = hΨ [ρ] |T + Uee |Ψ [ρ]i

(2.1-7)

We can conclude from the first theorem that if we know the ground-state particle
density it is possible to reconstruct the new Hamiltonian. And second theorem states
that the exact ground state is the global minimum value of the functional.

2.1.3

Constrained search formulation

The electronic density which determines the external potential according to HK
theorem also corresponds to the asymmetric ground state wave function. Sometimes
the variational search strategy can also produce unacceptable densities which does not
represents the correct electronic ground state but correct external potential. Solution
to this problem was given by the Levy (1982)[92, 96]. The main idea is to redefine
the universal functional F [ρ] given by Eq.(2.1-7) in the following way

F [ρ] = minΨ→ρ hΨ [ρ] |T + Uee |Ψ [ρ]i
where ρ is any non-negative density with constraints,
R

1

R

(2.1-8)

ρ (r) dr = N and

|Oρ 2 (r) |2 dr < ∞. This eliminates the conceptual difficulty of possible unphysical
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densities.

2.1.4

The Kohn-Sham equations;

Using DFT one can determine the electronic ground state density exactly provided
that F [ρ] is known. The correct density determines the potential uniquely and by
solving the many body Schrödinger equation one can determine the many body wave
function uniquely which describe the ground state as well as excited state. Thus in
principle one can calculate the ground state as well as the excited state using the
Density Function Theory.
The ground state density of the many electrons system is determined very accurately by treating the electron-electron interaction with high level of sophistication.
But the complete understanding of the electron-electron interaction is not yet known.
Therefore the electron-electron interaction energy is divided in pieces such as Hartree,
exchange and correlation. Major contribution to the total energy is a classical electrostatic energy called Hartree energy. Secondary contribution is due to Pauli repulsion
or exchange integration. Correlation energy has the smallest contribution of all three
but it is most difficult to approximate and still it is an active area of research. In
past decade there has been a lot of improvement in the correlation contribution so
that even some of the highly correlated systems have been successfully studied.
One of the difficulties in finding the correct ground state is the correct approximation of the kinetic energy because its explicit expression in terms of the electronic
ground state density is not know. The main problem with using the Thomas-Fermi
expression is that the kinetic energy operator is inherently non-local. General approach suggested by the Kohn and Sham[83] was that if one can find a system of
non-interaction electrons that produces the same electronic density of the interacting
system then the kinetic energy of the non-interaction system can be calculated exactly.
But this would not be the exact kinetic energy of the interacting system and therefore
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the kinetic energy contribution to the correlation energy has to be considered.
We make an assumption that there exist a non-interaction electron density such
that which coincides with the electron density of the interacting system. The Hamiltonian of such system is

HR =

N 
X
i=1


h2 2
O + vR (ri )
−
2m i

(2.1-9)

with N number of electrons. This system is called the non-interacting reference
system of density ρ (r). Here, the potential vr (r) or the reference potential is such
that the ground state density of HR equals ρ (r). If this is the case Hohenberg-Kohns
theorem ensures that the ground state energy equals the energy of the interacting
system. Above Hamiltonian has no electron-electron interactions therefore its eigen
state can be represented in the form of Slater determinants. The spin independent
density can be written as

ρ (r) = 2

Ns
X

|ϕi (r) |2

(2.1-10)

ϕi |O2 |ϕi i

(2.1-11)

i=1

and the kinetic energy term

TR [ρ] = −

Ns
X
i=1

The single-particle orbitals ϕi (r) are the Ns lowest-energy eigenfunctions of the oneelectron Hamiltonian
1
HKS = − O2i + vR (r)
2

(2.1-12)

which are obtained by solving the one-electron Schrödinger equation

HKS ϕi (r) = εi ϕi (r)
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(2.1-13)

Using TR [ρ] , the universal density functional can be written in the following form:
1
F [ρ] = TR [ρ] +
2

ZZ

0
ρ (r) ρ r
drdr0 + EXC [ρ]
r − r0

(2.1-14)

By substituting above expression into the total energy functional we finally obtain
the KS functional:

Z
EKS [ρ] = TR [ρ] +

1
ρ (r) vext (r) dr +
2

ZZ

0
ρ (r) ρ r
drdr0 + EXC [ρ]
r − r0

(2.1-15)

This energy functional, under the fixed density constrain, minimize the noninteracting electronic kinetic energy. These Ns orbitals are called the KS orbitals.
It does not have any physical meaning but they are used to construct the correct
electronic density. The electronic density can be determined by minimizing the KS
functional with respect to the density under the constraint that the density integrates
to N particles.
The variation principle to KS functional:
δ
δρ (r)



Z
EKS [ρ] − µ ρ (r) dr = 0

(2.1-16)

From the above two equation we get
δTR [ρ]
+ vext (r) +
δρ (r)

Z

0
ρ r
δEXC [ρ]
0
dr
+
=µ
r − r0
δρ (r)

(2.1-17)

First term in the above equation is obtained from the non-interacting Hamiltonian.
As we discussed above the particles of the system does not interect with each other
but they interact only with the reference potential. Hamiltonian of such system is
given as
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Z
EvR [ρ] = TR [ρ] +

ρ (r) rR (r) dr

(2.1-18)

And this energy has a minimum value only for the correct ground state density
for the interacting system. Applying this to the Eq 4.37, we obtain
δTR [ρ]
+ vR (r) = µR
δρ (r)

(2.1-19)

where for the correct ground state density the µR coinsides with chemical potential
of the interacting system µ . From equation 4.38 and 4.40, we obtain the expression
for the reference potential.
Z
vR (r) = vext (r) +

0
ρ r
0
0 dr + µXC [ρ] (r)
r−r

(2.1-20)

With

µXC [ρ] (r) =

δEXC [ρ]
δρ (r)

(2.1-21)

This equation has to be solved with KS orbitals to produce the self-consistent
density.

2.1.5

Extension to spin-polarized systems:

Spin-polarization can be incorporated in KS theory by considering electron density
as composed of two independent spin densities ρ = ρ↑ + ρ↓ . Each of these densities
satisfy the self-consistant KS eqation


1 2
− Oi + vR,s (r) ϕi,s (r) = εi,s ϕi,s (r)
2

(2.1-22)

Where the subscript s indicates the spin component ( ↑ or ↓ ). And reference potential
is given as
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Z
vR,s (r) = vext (r) +

0
ρ r
0
0 dr + µXC,s [ρ↑, ρ↓ ] (r)
r−r

(2.1-23)

with

µXC,s [ρ↑, ρ↓ ] (r) =

δEXC [ρ↑, ρ↓ ]
δρs (r)

(2.1-24)

Generally the exchange correlation functional are given in terms of the electronic
density ρ (r) = ρ↑ (r) + ρ↓ (r) and spin-polarization density ζ (r) = ρ↑ (r) − ρ↓ (r) .
This approach known as the Spin Density functional theory (SDFT) where the
total energy is written as

Z
EKS [ρ↑, ρ↓ ] = TR [ρ↑, ρ↓ ] +

2.1.6

1
ρ (r) vext (r) dr +
2

ZZ

0
ρ (r) ρ r
drdr0 + EXC [ρ↑, ρ↓ ]
0
r−r
(2.1-25)

The adiabatic connection

As mentioned in the previous section that the correlation contribution due to
kinetic energy has to be incorporated to get correct electronic density. This is achieved
by the concept of adiabatic connection. By introducing the switching parameter λ
electron-electron interaction is switched on from 0 to 1 in the Hamiltonian[85].

Hλ [ρ] = T [ρ] + Vext [ρ] + λUee [ρ]

(2.1-26)

The switching is done in a way that the electronic density is unchanged all along
the connecting path. The KE correlation would be included by averaging the pair
0
correlation function g r, r over the strength of the electron-electron interaction λ[75]
that is
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1
EXC [ρ] =
2

0
i
ρ (r) ρ r h  0 
g
r,
r
−
1
drdr0
0
r−r

ZZ

(2.1-27)

where



0

g r, r

1

Z



=

 0
gλ r, r dλ

(2.1-28)

0
0
and gλ r, r is the pair correlation function corresponding to the Hamiltonian Eq.(2.1-26)

for varying values of λ . Separating exchange and correlation contributions



g r, r

0





0

= gX r, r





+ gC r, r

0



(2.1-29)

we have the exchange contribution as
 0
|ρ1 (r, r0 ) |2
gX r, r = 1 −
ρ (r) ρ (r0 )
0

With ρ1 r, r



(2.1-30)

the one body density matrix which in general is a non-diagonal oper-

ator. The spin dependent operator is obtained simply by replacing the numerator in
P
0
the second term of of Eq.(2.1-30) with 2s=1 |ρs r, r |2 .
2.1.7

The exchange-correlation hole

Now defining the correlation function between the charge densities further approximates the interaction between the two charge densities. This is called the exchangecorrelation hole:

 0
 0 h  0
i
ρXC r, r = ρ r
g r, r − 1

(2.1-31)

So that the exchange-correlation energy is written as
1
EXC [ρ] =
2

ZZ

0
ρ (r) ρXC r
drdr0
0
|r − r |
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(2.1-32)

This hole represents the effect that the presence of an electron at r reduces the
probability of finding another electron at position r. The exchange-correlation hole
0
ρXC r, r is averaged over the strength of interaction and is a non-local object where
the XC charge density at r depends on r where the electronic density is evaluated.
The correlation energy is an interaction of two charge densities with a neutral charge
R
0
distribution and this is inferred by ρC r, r dr0 = 0 .
2.1.8

Exchange and correlation functional

As mentioned previously, the total energy is divided in the different contributions
E [ρ] = TR + Vext + EH + EX + EC . The external potential and hartree energies are
know as definite functionals of the electronic density. However, the kinetic energy and
exchange energies are known as functional of the non-interacting orbitals for which
exact functional form of density in not known. Moreover, we know very little about
the functional form of correlation energy. In the following the common prescriptions
to deal with XC energies are described.

Local Density Approximation (LDA)
LDA is approximation where the globally inhomogeneous system is treated as a
locally homogeneous system and the charge density in the XC hole is replaced with the
homogeneous charge density. The exchange-correlation hole for the LDA is written
as:

 0
n h
i
o
0
h
|r
−
r
|,
ρ
(r)
−
1
ρLDA
r,
r
=
ρ
(r)
g
XC

(2.1-33)



0
with g h |r − r |, ρ (r) the pair correlation function of the homogeneous gas. This
pair correlation function depends on the distance between the r and r and evaluated
at the local density ρ (r) . Using this approximation the Exchange-correlation energy
is written as:
14

LDA
EXC

Z

ρ (r) LDA
XC [ρ] dr

[ρ] =

(2.1-34)

Where LDA
XC [ρ] is XC energy per particle of an uniform electron gas of density ρ. This
XC energy density in terms of the exchange-correlation hole is
1
LDA
XC [ρ] =
2

Z

0
ρLDA
r,
r
0
XC
dr
0
|r − r |

(2.1-35)

In convention, the exchange-correlation energy within LDA is approximated using
LDA
LDA
[ρ] + LDA
[ρ] , where LDA
[ρ] is given by the exact exchange energy
XC [ρ] = X
C
X

of the homogeneous gas given by Diracs expression

D
X

3
[ρ] = −
4

  13
1
3
ρ3
π

(2.1-36)

[ρ] [121] is given by
And the analytic form of correlation energy LDA
C

PC Z [ρ] =




Alnrs + B + Crs lnrs + Drs ,



γ/ 1 + β1√rs + β2 rs ,

rs ≤ 1

(2.1-37)

rs > 1

The coefficients can be obtained from the scaling relations of [103] and Quantum
Monte Carlo results of [29]

Generalized Gradient approximation
To deal with limitations of uniform density in LDA, expansion of density in terms
of the gradient and higher order derivatives was proposed. The enhancement factor
FXC has been introduced to enhance the LDA expression which considers the local
uniform density. With this factor the exchange correlation energy has following form
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Z
EXC [ρ] =



ρ (r) εXC [ρ (r)] FXC ρ (r) , Oρ (r) , O2 ρ (r) , . . . . dr

(2.1-38)

These corrections constitute a semi-local approach and it will not be able to incorporate the long range non-local effects.
For the density varying slowly in space, good approximation would be to take
second order gradient expansion [55, 118] of the form

Z
EXC [ρ] =

4
3

AXC [ρ] ρ (r) dr +

Z

4

CXC [ρ] |Oρ (r) |2 /ρ (r) 3 dr

(2.1-39)

The difficulty in solving this equation with the straightforward method is that
it introduces many singularities and it is not monotonically convergent. Over the
period it was understood that these equations violate many conditions required for
the exchange and correlation holes such as the normalization condition, the negativity
of the exchange density or the self-interaction cancellation. Perdew showed that
imposing these conditions in the beginning improves quality of the exchange energies
and help solve this equation smoothly.[118] On the basis of this idea, many modified
gradient expansion have been proposed and they are all known as the Generalized
Gradient Approximation (GGA).
There are two different ways in which the GGAs have been solved. In first method
the appropriate expression have been derived using the theoretical methods and the
coefficients of the expansion are computed using the exact conditions and the sum
rules. While in the second method is to fit the parameters of the functional in order to
reproduce a number of experimental results in a molecular database. This approach
works well for the molecules similar to the one for which the parameters are fit and
may not be applied in general.
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PBE functional In 1996, Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof[122] (PBE) proposed the
exchange and correctional functional that satisfies all the exact conditons and sum
rules. This has been widely popular and used extensively in past two decades. The
proposed enhancement factor for the exchange energy is

FX (s) = 1 + κ −

κ
1 + µs2 /κ

Where s is dimensionless density gradient s =

|Oρ(r)|
2KF ρ

(2.1-40)

. And µ = 0.21951 and β =

0.066725 [120] are related to the second order gradient expansion. For PBE functional
κ is 0.804. This proposed form has many advantages. It satisfies the uniform scaling
condition and recovers the correct uniform electron gas limit. It also obeys spinscaling relationship and recovers LSDA liner response limit.
The correlation energy is written in following form:

ECGGA

Z
[ρ] =



ρ (r) LDA
(ρ,
%)
+
H
[ρ,
%,
t]
dr
C

(2.1-41)

with

H [ρ, %, t] =
There t =

e2
a0





β 2
1 + At2
γφ ln 1 + t
γ
1 + At2 + A2 t4
3



(2.1-42)

Oρ(r)
2φks ρ

is a dimensionless density gradient with ks the Thomas-Fermi
h
i
2
2
screening wave number and φ (%) = (1 + %) 3 + (1 − %) 3 /2 is a spin-scaling factor.
The quantity β is same as defined above and γ = 0.031091 and function A has
following form:

A=

i−1
β h −LDA
3 2
e C [ρ]/(γφ e /a0 ) − 1
γ

(2.1-43)

Above defined correlation enhancement term H corrects second-order gradient
expansion in slowly varying limit as t → 0 and it approaches minus uniform electron
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gas correlation −LDA
for rapidly varying densities t → ∞ thus making the correlation
C
energy vanish in that limit, as required by the correlation hole sum rule.

meta-Generalized Gradient approximation
The next level of approximation beyond the GGA is to introduce the fourth order
gradient expansion of the exchange and correlation energy. This was first achieved
by constructing the meta-generalized gradient approximation that incorporates additional semi-local information via kinetic energy of density (the Laplacian of density). Most meta-GGAs are semi-local, however in practice their performance is often
compared with the non-local methods such as hybrid functional and random phase
approximations. The general form of meta-GGA exchange-correlatoin energy is given
as
M GGA
Exc

Where, τσ =

Poccup
i

1
|
2

Z
drρxc (ρ↑ , ρ↓ , 5ρ↑ , 5ρ↓ , τ↑ , τ↓ )

=

(2.1-44)

5 ψασ (r)|2 and σ =↑, ↓. This expression in terms of en-

chantment factor similar to Eq.(2.1-38) can be written as

M GGA
Exc

Z
=

M GGA
ρxc Fxc
(ρ, 5ρ, τ )dr

(2.1-45)

Where FxM GGA is similar to FxGGA except that it depends on τσ . Such metaGGA was firstly proposed by Perdew at el.[123] and is known as PKZB. The metaGGA reovers the exact linear response function up to fourth order in k/2kF which is
not the case for PBE and other GGAs. The EcM GGA , correlation part of the metaGGA, retains the correct formal properties of PBE-GGA correlation. The comparable
properties predicted by PKZB meta-GGA with GGA and hybrid HF-GGA approaches
of the B3LYP shows that the kinetic energy density is a useful additional ingredient
in gradient expansion methods. Unfortunately PKZB could not produce as good
geometries and frequencies. It was argued that the missing long-range part of the
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exchange hole could be the reason. A solution was proposed by Tao at el. [181]
in which similar exchange enhancement factor was proposed. This functional, TPSS,
proved very accurate for a range of properties and systems, preserving the accuracy of
atomization energies while correcting geometries and frequenters. The original TPSS
has been modified in several forms as revTPSS[163] and regTPSS[124]. While the
revTPSS was developed to correct too large lattice constants of TPSS and give good
surface properties, regTPSS was proposed by Ruzsinszky et al. to remove the order
of limit problem in TPSS. The latest version of meta-GGA is ”Strongly constrained
and appropriately normed” (SCAN)[173]. Exchange enhancement factor for SCAN is
given as

FxSCAN (s, α) = {h1x (s, α) + fx (α)[1.174 − h1x (s, α)]}gx (s),

(2.1-46)

√

where gx (s) = 1−e−a1 / s , fx (α) = e−c1x α/(1−α) θ(1−α)−dx ec2x /(1−α) θ(α−1), h1x (s, α) =
1+

k1 x
k1 +x

with x = µGE s2 [1 +

b4 s2 −b4 s2 /µGE
e
]
µGE

2

+ [b1 s2 + b2 (1 − α)e−b3 (1−α) ]. Here the

value of the constants are- a1 = 4.9479, µGE = 10/81, b2 = 5913/405000, b1 =
(511/13500)/(2b1), b3 = 0.5, b4 = µ2GE /k1 − 1606/18225 − b21 , c1x = 0.667, c2x = 0.8,
dx = 1.24, and k1 = 0.065. These constants can be determined by known norms and
imposing proper constraints.
SCAN correlation energy is expressed as follows

EcSCAN

Z
=

drn[1c + fc (α)(0c − 1c )].

(2.1-47)

The above expression for SCAN correlation energy employs an expression of fc (α) =
e−c1c α/(1−α) θ(1 − α) − dc ec2c /(1−α) θ(α − 1) similar to fx (α) where c1c = 0.64, dc = 0.7,
and c2c = 1.5. As we can see that the SCAN meta-GGA has a form of exchange
and correlation energy part which are very different from all previous meta-GGAs by
inclusion of α. SCAN has proved to be a better functional compared to PBE and
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other meta-GGAs because of its ability to predict various chemical bonds such as
covalent, metallic, ionic, hydrogen and vdW with better accuracy. Parameter free
SCAN which can capture intermediate-range vdW interaction has been proved to be
a non-empirical semi-local density functionals with accuracy comparable to hybrid
functionals.

2.2

Modern Theory of Polarization

In this section I briefly discuss the theoretical aspect of method used for calculating
ferroelectric polarization. Theme of my research work is not a theoretical development
of theory of polarization. However, I have extensively employed the modern theory
of polarization in most of my research work presented in this dissertation. Therefore,
I present here the modern theory of polarization in brief for the completeness.
Microscopic electric polarization is a fundamental concept in the physics of materials upon which the phenomenological description of dielectric is based. It is straight
forwardly defined as a total dipole moment obtained from charge density divided by
the volume. The presence of a spontaneous and switchable macroscopic polarization
is a defining property of ferroelectric(FE) materials.
Before the advent of the modern theory of polarization there existed several phenomenological model for the description of macroscopic polarization. One such model
is Clausius-Mossotti model(CM). Within the CM model the charge distribution of
polarized dielectric system is regarded as the superposition of localized contributions each providing an electric dipole. However these localized contributions can
effectively describe total polarization only for non-overlapping localized charges only.
They would not be able to accurately describe the polarization contributions from
atoms, molecules and bonds where delocalized covalent charges are present.
As the local electric dipole picture fails, it is tempting to use the continuous
distributed charge density ρ(r) to define the electric dipole in a bulk crystal. One
20

possible way is to define it as the polarization of a macroscopic sample divided by its
volume i.e.
Psamp =

Z

1

dr rρ(r)

Vsamp

(2.2-48)

samp

Which would work well for finite systems such as molecules. However for a bulk
crystal this definition cannot distinguish between the polarization from the surface
charges and the bulk polarization. Moreover, the surface polarization depends on
specific experimental environment in which the sample is prepared and the surface
charge density is difficult to control. Therefore, Eq.(2.2-48) is not a useful definition
for the intrinsic bulk polarization. Alternate way is to remove the surface dipole
contribution by carrying the integration over one unit cell deep in the interior of
sample.
Pcell =

Z

1

dr rρ(r)

Vcell

(2.2-49)

cell

However, the flaw with this definition is that the result of Eq.(2.2-49) depends on the
shape and location of the unit cell. And one can show that the average of Pcell over
all possible translational shifts could vanish total polarization.
Here we arrive at the conclusion that knowledge of the electric charge distribution
in a periodic system is not sufficient to describe the macroscopic polarization accurately. A counterintuitive approach was proposed in early 1990’s in which one focuses
on the change in Psamp due to the change exerted on the system, such as application
of external electric field or displacement of ions. This approach is valid provided that
the charge is not allowed to escape or entered from the surface of a cell. For charge
flow j(r, t) only in the interior of the cell
Z
∆P =

dt

1
Vcell

Z
dr j(r, t)

(2.2-50)

cell

Another aspect to look at this is from the point of view of experimental measurement
of polarization. In experiments it is the change in polarization that one measures
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by measuring the current j that flows through the bulb (and in the external circuit).
This current is uniquely determinable quantity.
Z

∆t

∆P(t) = P(∆t) − P(0) =

dt j(r, t)

(2.2-51)

0

Extending this definition to parameters other than time, one can define an adiabatic change of polarization as
Z

λ2

dλ

∆P =
λ1

∂P
= P(λ2 ) − P(λ1 )
∂λ

(2.2-52)

Above equation is central result of the modern theory of polarization. In the following
we will show how is P determined under the framework of DFT.

2.2.1

Barry-Phase theory of polarization

As described in the previous section, a mean-field treatment of the many-electron
system in Kohn-Sham formulation has periodic potential. To preserve this periodicity, electric field must vanish for any value of λ and moreover, for crystalline
systems self-consistent pontifical also has lattice periodicity.

In the Bloch form

the eigunfunctions is ψnk (r) = eik·r unk (r) where u is lattice periodical and obeys
the Schrödinger-like equation. Therefore, the eigenvalue problem can be written as
Hk |unk (r)i = Enk |unk (r)i where

Hk =

(p + ~k)2
+ V.
2m

(2.2-53)

All these quantities depends implicitly on a parameter λ and λ changes slowly with
time. Using an adiabatic approximation on such a slowly changing periodic system,
the current induced due to the nth band can be written as
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Z
i~eλ̇ X
dPn
hψnk | p |ψmk i hψmk |∂λ ψnk i
=
+ c.c.
jn =
dk
dt
(2π)3 me m6=n
Enk − Emk

(2.2-54)

Where me is mass of electron, λ̇ = dλ/dt, ∂λ is a derivative with respect to the
parameter λ and c.c. represents a complex conjugate. After some manipulation and
eliminating λ̇ on both sides, the simplified result is
Z

dPn
e
=
dλ
(2π)3

dk 2Im h∂λ unk |Ok unk i

(2.2-55)

After a summation over the occupied bands and an integration over the change
of polarization takes the form

∆P = ∆Pion + [Pel (λ = 1) − Pel (λ = 0)]

(2.2-56)

where the explicit expression for the electronic contribution is
e
Pel =
(2π)3

Z
dk 2Im hunk | Ok |unk i

(2.2-57)

After including the ionic contribution to the polarization the final result for the
formal polarization is
Z
e X ion
e X
dk
2Im
hu
|
O
|u
i
+
Z rs
P=
nk
k
nk
(2π)3 n
Ω s s

(2.2-58)

where Zsion is the nominal charge of the ion located at rs and Ω is the volume of a
unit cell. Since there is no obvious choice of origin to be made, one can always add
lattice vector R to the ionic position rs in Eq.(2.2-58):

Pion =

e X ion
Z (rs + R)
Ω s s
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(2.2-59)

This makes the polarization a well-defined quantity modulo eR/Ω for ionic part.
Similarly, for the electronic part of polarization one can consider a new set of Bloch
eigenstates differing only in choice of phase as a function of k such that:

|ũnk i = e−iβ(k) |unk i

(2.2-60)

where β(k) is real. For simplicity considering one-dimensional case it can be shown
in discrete k-space β obeys β(2π/a) − β(0) = 2πa, where m is an integer. Solving
the KS equation in discrete k-space, it can be shown that the same conclusion would
result for the case of Pel in 3D where polarization is well-defined modulo eR/Ω. An
imaginary part of integrand in Eq.(2.2-60) is known as ’Berry connection’ and the
integral over Brillouin zone is known as ’Berry Phase’. This is central result of Modern
Theory of Polarization. It is remarkable that the integral is independent of the path
traversed and just depend on the start point and end point. It holds true as far as
system remains insulated throughout the paths and change is adiabatically slow.

2.3

Fixed Displacement field calculations

Experimentally as well as theoretically it is very important to study the response
of ferroelectric materials as a function of finite electric fields. The approach developed
by Souza at el.[161] and Nunes and Gonze [112] are particularly significant in calculation of dielectric constants, piezoelectrfic effects etc. at specific values of electric
field which was previously accessible only for infinitesimal field using DFPT methods. Although, there are limitations regarding the maximum field that can be applied
without causing a runaway solutions, corresponding to the choice of a k-point grid.
Dieguez and Vanderbilt[44] developed a method for performing calculations at fixed
macroscopic polarization P. This method is particularly important since polarization
acts as an order parameter in Landau-Devonshire theories and other semiempirical
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of producing two different types of arrangement for materials
between two electrodes/probes. (a) Electric field and polarization are
not same between two electrodes through out while displacement field is
constant. (b) Electric field is constant but polarization and displacement
field are not. It is assumed that there is no free charge at the interface.
theories. However, this approach had several limitations. a) Fixed P cannot be realized in experimental boundary conditions b) Local polarization cannot be explicitly
treated for inhomogeneous heterostructues such as ferroelectric-paraelectric superlattices. c) Determination of electronic wavefunction for fixed P is rather involved
therefore this method may not be computationally efficient for large supercell. These
limitations are overcome by considering D as fundamental as described in Ref.[165].
Moreover, fixing D has the intuitive interpretation of imposing open-circuit electrical
boundary condition (See Figure.2.1). However, fixed D method is particularly useful
for heterostructure in fig2.1(a). Fixed E field approach is needed for heterostructure
in fig2.1(b). In most composite systems the dielectrics have arrangement as shown in
case (a), therefore the fixed displacement field emerges as a more natural choice.
Extending the KS energy functional to incorporate finite D field, we redefine
internal energy functional as

U (D, v) = EKS (v) +
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Ω
[D − 4πP(v)]2 .
8π

(2.3-61)

Where Ω is the unit cell volume formed by primitive translation vector ai and v is
the ionic and electronic coordinates. U (D, v) depends directly on D and indirectly
on internal coordinates v through the KS energy and the Berry-phase polarization P.
If we ignore the strain for now, the minimum of U at the fixed D is given by


∂U
∂v


=
D

∂EKS
∂P
− Ω(D − 4πP) ·
=0
∂v
∂v

(2.3-62)

Comparing above equation with the electric enthalpy function Eq.(2.3-61) ,we see
that


∂F
∂v




=
E

∂U
∂v


(2.3-63)
D

if we set E = D − 4πP. We thus discover that D = E + 4πP is the macroscopic
electric displacement field. With this we can rewrite Eq.(2.3-61) as U = EKS +
(Ω/4π)E 2 , which is an expression of the internal energy for periodic crystal under
uniform electric field. This equation is similar to an internal energy expression of
finite-E calculation, except that the value of D is kept constant rather than E. Thus,
the internal energy is minimized with respect to all internal parameters while keeping
the electric displacement D fixed. Hellmann-Feynman forces are also computed in the
similar fashion to relax internal parameters. Any implementation capable of doing
fixed-E calculations can be easily modified to perform fixed-D calculations.

2.3.1

Determination of stress tensor

Stress tensor plays very important role particularly in the piezoelectric materials.
As it was discussed in the previous section that the isolated open-circuit dielectric
cannot exchange free charges with the environment. This condition implies that the
flux of the vector field D through three independent side of primitive cell should
remain constant under applied strain. The difference in the component of D inside
and outside the dielectric is only in the amount of the free surface charges. These
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fluxes are defined as (ai × aj ) · D = Ωbi · D. Here, bi is a reciprocal lattice vector
defined slightly in a different way such that it only differed by factor of 2π compared
to conventional lattice vectors. The details about the choices of variables and units
are described in Ref.[168]. Rewriting the functional in the reduced variables as

di =

Ω
bi · D
4π

pi = Ωbi · P

Ei = ai · E

Gauss’s law implies that di = −Qi , where Qi ’s are free surface charges per unit area
located on the surface normal to bi . With these definition the internal energy can be
written as
U ({d}) = EKS +

2π X
(di − pi )gij (dj − pj )
Ω ij

(2.3-64)

where matrix tensor gij = ai · aj . Next, the fixed-D stress tensor is defined as
(d)
σµν



1 dU
=
Ω dηµν

(2.3-65)

where ηµν is the strain tensor. By Hellmann-Feynman argument the total derivative
in above equation can be replaced by a partial derivative. Using dgij /dηµν = 2aiµ ajν
and dΩ/dηµν = Ωδµν , we get
KS
M ax
aug
σµν = σµν
+ σµν
+ σµν

(2.3-66)

KS
where σµν
is a standard zero-field expression,

M ax
σµν
=

2Eµ Eν − δµν E 2
8π

(2.3-67)

1 X ∂pi
Ēi
Ω i
∂ηµν

(2.3-68)

is the Maxwell stress tensor and

aug
σµν
=−
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is the ’augmented’ part. Using this method the force and stress on the cell is determined. That allows us to determine the structure of a system under large electric
field which was not feasible by calculating a linear response of electric field. Practical
examples and application of these methods are given in Chapter 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER 3

REVIEW OF POLARIZATION
ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES IN
PEROVSKITE OXIDES

3.1

Introduction

Great strides has been made in thin-film fabrication process to study the ferroelectric and multiferroic properties of metal-oxide thin-films. This includes pulsed
laser depostion, laser-MBE, solid solution epitaxial films, time-of-flight ion scattering
and recoil spectroscopy(ToF-ISARS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS)[41,
100]. These technologies have enabled the atomic precision fabrication of metal-oxide
materials with strain, heterocrystaline interfaces, abrupt layer terminated interfaces
and atomically thin metal-oxide non-stoichiometric thin-films[100]. This opened an
avenue into a wide variety of novel properties which were absent in their unstained
bulk constituents. Such nontrivial local atomic and electronic structure is found
between the interfaces between different crystalline materials as well as between insulating perovskite materials. For example, at LaAlO3 (LAO)/SrTiO3 (STO) interface
an extra half electron or hole per two-dimensional unit cell could lead to insulating
and externally high conducting interface, respectively[115, 114]. Moreover LAO/STO
has been found to be superconducting as well as magnetic simultaneously[93]. Large
number of these novel properties has been attributed due to strain and interface effect. For example, bi-axial compressive strain on BaTiO3 (BTO) can enhance the
ferroelectric polarization by two and half times and ferrolectric transition tempera29

ture by couple of hundred degrees [32]. Even a incipient ferroelctric SrTiO3 (STO) also
exhibits a large dielectric constant and increased ferroelectric transition temperature
under compressive strain[56]. Effect of strain also strongly influences piezoelectricity
due to its dependence on alteration of lattice parameter. Highly-polar BiFeO3 (BFO)
under strain found to show morphotropic phase boundary and reversible phase transitions under electric field [209]. Apart from strain , interface effects have also shown
to alter and enhance the functional properties significantly due to dangling bond and
incomplete/incommensurate atomic coordination at interfaces. For example, very
large temperature dependent dielectric constant and improper ferroelectricity was
found in atomic layer sized PbTiO3 (PTO)/SrTiO3 (STO) SLs[21].Polar discontinuity
at LAO/STO interface induces an electric field which in-turn induces a dipole moment
across the interface[159]. Moreover, a negative magneto resistance together with a
logarithmic temperature dependence of the sheet resistance was found for the same
interface[24]. Another unusual phenomena is that a KNbO3 (KNO) and KTaO3 (KTO)
are ferrolelectric and paraelectric respectively. KNO/KTO SL is found to be antiferroelectric, which might be attributed due to the cation modulation imposed by the
superlattice[158].
Apart from all other novel properties arising due to strain and interface effect,
functional properties like ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, pyroelectricity and ferromagnetism holds special importance due to wide applications of these properties in
industrial devices like F-RAMs, actuators, ferroelecric FETs and sensors. Efforts have
been taken to substitute lead titanate due to safety concerns and barrium titanate
has been a good choice compared to other ferroelectric materials due to its large
spontaneous polarization as well as its piezoelectric properties. With advancement
in thin-film fabrication process, along with ferroelectric barium titanate, various dielectric materials has been used to grow ferroelectric/dielectric (FE/DE) superlatices.
One of the first successful attempts to fabricate a high-quality thinfilms of BTO/STO
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was by Iijima et al.[70]. And later it was shown that the dielectric properties of the
superlattice is significantly enhanced compared to the solid solution thin-films of
the same constituents[178]. Afterwards, Epitaxialy grown high-quality thin-films of
BTO/STO was found to show enhanced overall polarization compared to bulk BTO
and by varying the thickness of the superlattice very hight,∼500 K,ferroelectric transition temperature was achieved[88][182]. The first principle calculations have always
been a guiding light in exploring new materials and properties. Sai et al. proposed
inversion symmetry breaking for tri-component perovskite superlattices and later it
was experimentally realized by lee et al. And it was shown that the tri-component
ferroelectric SLs with a inversion symmetry breaking strongly enhances the polarization due to a specific interface structure and local asymmetries[88]. In a later study
by Seo et al. on bi-component superlatices of BTO, CTO and STO it was found
that BTO/CTO superlatices tend to have larger spontaneous polarization compared
to BTO/STO and effect of a interface density becomes notable with electric field
perturbation[151]. Interestingly, it was found that the strain relaxation with a larger
period superlattice of BTO/CTO reduces the overall polarization, which is contrary
to previous theories considering electrostatic coupling only.[148]. Measurement of a
piezoelectric response for BTO/CTO superlattice showed that CTO layers also have
similar piezoelectric response, validating the uniform polarization in a FE/DE superlattices explained by electrostatic arguments.
As we can see from the experimental results discussed above, BTO/CTO superlattice have demonstrated interesting ferroelectric and peizoelectric properties due to
strain and interface effects. These properties are significantly different from the properties of their bulk constituents. Ferroelectricity in BTO has chemical origin, where
the hybridization between the titanium 3d state and the oxygen 2p state favours
the FE distortion referred as second-order John-teller distortion. While ionic character between barium and oxygen favores a tetragonal structure at room temperature
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resulting in polarization of 26 µC/cm2 [157]. In CTO FE is suppressed due to shortrange repulsion between the electron clouds of adjacent ions, resulting in nonferroelectric symmetric structure. While at interface there is a reconstruction of atomic
bonds and electronic structure as well as enhanced functional properties, detailed
study and review of experimental results and theoretical understanding is of a huge
significance.
In the section II of this Chapter, we briefly discuss the effect of epitaxial strain on
functional properties of perovksite oxides. In a section III, we discuss an alternative
theoretical technique, finite electric displacement field simulations, to study ferroelectric properties under external electrical boundary conditions. In the last section
of this Chapter, we focus on various phenomena and techniques contributing to the
enhancement or induction of ferroelectric properties at perovskite interfaces.

3.2

Epitaxial strain Simulation

Functional properties of oxide thin-films such as ferromagnetic(FM [9, 50] or superconducting transition temperature [141, 23], the optical band gap in electronics
[14, 68], electric polarization [144, 129, 154, 40], piezoelectricity [40][86, 180] and multiferroic properties [91, 60, 162, 145] can be effectively optimized or even induced by
mechanical boundary conditions applied by mismatch between the bulk materials and
the substrates on which thin-films are grown. In the above, the epitaxial strain η is
defined as η = (a − a0 ) /a0 , where a is the fixed in-plane lattice constant of chosen
substrate and a0 is the in-plane lattice constant of bulk perovskite to be strained during thin-film growth. More subtlety, the epitaxial strains can be further categorized as
homogeneous or anisotropic bi-axial strain [134] if the two in-plane lattice constants
along [100] and [010] direction are strained by same or different amounts respectively.
Over the last two decades a vast number of perovskites have been successfully utilized
as substrates in synthesis of artificial thin-films [144, 190, 99, 189, 146]. With broad
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range of lattice spacing the mismatch strain can be experimentally adjusted between
[-3% , 3% ] for many perovskite materials [146]. In DFT calculations, the atomic modelling of such strained thin-films is straightforward. In order to mimic the coherent
thin-film growth, the first-principles calculations should be performed by simply minimizing the total energy with the in-plane lattice constants clamped to be the same
as the selected substrates, while all the other degrees of freedom including all force on
each atom as well as the stress along the growth direction should be fully relaxed. For
materials with magnetic ordering, the modelling is slightly more complicated since
the proper supercell size should be chosen in such a way that the particular type
of AFM magnetic ordering [188, 49] or the non-collinear spin configuration [78, 117]
are properly accommodated. However, it should be realized by theoretician that the
coherent growth can be only achieved for strained perovskite with very thin thickness
below 10 − 20 nm [77]. Above critical thickness the strain energy would be relaxed
to their natural bulk values [134, 146], sometimes accompanied by the development
of threading dislocations [146, 77].

3.3

Fixed electric displacement field simulation

Unlike paraelectric (PE) systems, the FE oxide thin-films and SLs are strong nonlinear materials. Meaning, the polarization as well as the electric enthalpy might be
multivalued functions for applied electric fields. However, by employing DFT calculations with the finite electric field boundary condition, only the stable structure
corresponding to the global minimum of electric enthalpy functional is obtained. The
metastable and unstable states of FE materials are not accessible by the fixed electric field DFT calculations. In order to describe the equation of state, fixed electric
displacement field should be adopted as the electric boundary condition in DFT calculations. Working at the fixed electric displacement D field which corresponds to a capacitor in an open circuit condition [166, 164], the energy landscape U (D) becomes a
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single-valued function of D field allowing the complete probing of energy landscape including both stable and metastable regions [62, 136, 171]. The DFT calculation within
the fixed- D field is also particularly useful in theoretical modeling the oxide SLs and
in the inverse interface design of SLs. In insulating oxide SLs the local polarization P
and electric field E can vary in different layers [166, 164, 44]. On the other hand, due
to the charge continuity principle ( O.D = 0) , the electric displacement vector D is
continuous in the SL along the growth direction which is [001] direction by convention.
As a result, the electric displacement field is a fundamental order parameter which
is uniform throughout the SL and even valid in the SL with polar discontinuity due
to the charge mismatch across the interfaces[164, 26, 28, 107, 197, 169, 167, 207]. In
addition, the force-constant matrix of SLs becomes short-ranged described by DFT
calculations under fixed electric displacement boundary condition. The above localized properties enable one to efficiently separate the short-range and long-range
electrostatic interactions in SLs in such a way that properties of individual layer only
depend on a local compositional environment involving the layer itself and few nearby
neighbors. Therefore, it is possible to extract the interface effect and the bulk properties separately as long as the D field is considered to be continuous throughout the
SLs. Stengle et al. developed the fixed D -field computational approach [166] based
on the framework of first-principles DFT calculations. The constrained D method is
Ω
[D − 4πP (ν)]2
achieved by minimizing the energy functional, U (D, ν) = EKS (ν)+ 8π

, here Ω is the cell volume, EKS is the ordinary zero-field Kohn-Sham energy functional, ν are internal (ionic and electronic) coordinates.
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Figure 3.1: Various structure and electronic behaviors of PbTiO3 in multidimensional
electric-displacement space. Energy functionals U (D) a and F (E) b vs
their respective field variables along [001], [110], and [111] directions. c
Electric equation of state of P(E ) plotted for electric field lying along the
[001], [110] and [111] d Contour energy surface U(D) of PbTiO3 plotted
for D constrained in the plane determined by the [100] and [010] axis. The
minimum at T and saddle point at O represent spontaneously polarized
tetragonal and orthorhombic states, respectively. e Contour energy surface U(D) of PbTiO3 plotted for D constrained in the plane determined
by the [110] and [001] axis. The minima at T and O and the saddle
point at R represent spontaneously polarized tetragonal, orthorhombic,
and rhombohedral states, respectively. directions. All units are in a.u.
Figure is reproduced with permission from Ref.[62]

The first-principles calculations with fixed-D field electric boundary condition have
been applied by Hong and Vanderbilt [62] to explore complex energy landscape and
equation of states of prototypical FE material PbTiO3 (PTO). The energies enthalpy
of tetragonal PTO as functions of electric displacement field D and electric field E
along [001], [110] and [111] directions are shown in Figure.3.1(a)-(b). It can be seen
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that the energy functional U (D) is a single-valued function of D while energy functional F (E) is multivalued function of E . As shown in Figure.3.1, points 3 and 5
denote FE tetragonal phase, point 1 represents the PE state; while points 2 and 4
represent tetragonal phase applied by coercive electric field above which the critical
value of the ferroelectric system will be unstable. The above results demonstrate that
the DFT calculation with constrained D -field has greater advantages than fixedE approach, in which the unstable saddle points can be described by the former.
Figure.3.1(c) illustrates an electric equation of state P (E) , where the dielectric permittivity χ = ∂P/∂E is negative in the region 4→ 1→ 2. It demonstrates again
the fixed-D field approach has the advantage to explore the dielectric response which
is unstable if described by the fixed E -field DFT method. Hong and Vanderbilt
also explored the structural properties of PTO over an entire energy surface through
first-principles calculation with constrained- D electric boundary condition [62]. The
energy Contour potential with respect to D100 and D010 in the two-dimensional plane
spanned by [100] and [010] directions is plotted in Figure. 2(d). The four energy
minima along ± [001] and ± [010] directions represent four of the six tetragonal
(T) ground states, and four saddle points along [110] direction and corresponding
symmetry-equivalent directions depicts the metastable orthorhombic (O) phases. As
shown in Figure.3.1(d), the energy barrier between tetragonal phase and orthorhombic phase is significantly smaller than that between tetragonal phase and paraelectric
at the origin. It indicates that it is much easier to switch polarization at tetragonal
ground state along the valley connecting states T→ O→ T than along a path passing through the origin. Figure.3.1(e) displays the contour of energy potential as a
function of D110 and D001 . The global minima at top and bottom are tetragonal
phases and the local minima at left and right represent O phases. There are also four
equivalent saddle points here, which corresponds to a rhombohedral (R) phase with
polarization along [111] or corresponding symmetry-equivalent directions. Similarly,
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polarization rotation from tetragonal phase to rhombohedral phase via T→ R→ O
path is relatively low in energy compared to a direct switching through a paraelectric
state at the origin. The small barriers connecting these minima with different orientations of polarization play a crucial role in easy polarization rotation in PTO. This
polarization rotation originates large piezoelectric response which is consistent with
the previous work [204].

Figure 3.2: Dependence of layer polarizations on chemical environment. a BaO planes
are relative to BaO plane in bulk BaTiO3 b TiO2 planes are relative
to an average of TiO2 planes in bulk BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 . C, S, B,
and T represent CaO, SrO, BaO, and TiO2 layers, respectively. First
principles results and model fittings are marked with symbols and solid
lines, respectively. Figure is reproduced with permission from Ref.[201].

In the absence of long-range Coulombic interaction, the effects of interface are
well localized in the insulating oxide SLs [128]. The fixed electric displacement field
provides such a framework in which the long-range electrostatic interaction can be described by the uniform D field throughout the entire SL. With first-principles calcula37

tion under fixed- D field, the “locality” principle of the interfaces can be conveniently
represented by the electric properties as well as the lattice deformation associated with
local polarization and local lattice strain variation in the vicinity of interface. The
locality of the local polarizations has been demonstrated in perovskite SL by the Wannier based definition of layer polarization [198]. For each AO and BO2 charge neutral
P
P
layers, the layer polarization is given by [198, 200] Pj = S1 τ ∈j Qτ Rτ − 2e
m∈j zm .
S
Here, sums are confined to the ionic centers and Wannier centers belonging to layer j.
τ denotes ion cores with charge Qτ located at Rτ and m denotes Wannier centers with
charge −2e located at rm . S is the cell area and polarization is considered only along
z ([001] direction). It was found that the layer polarization as a function of D field
depends strongly on the local compositional environment comprising the layer itself
and few adjacent neighbours, which is consistent with the “locality principle”. As
shown in Figure.3.2, the BaO layer polarizations in SLs composed of SrTiO3 (STO),
CaTiO3 (CTO) and BaTiO3 (BTO) are mainly dependent on its nearest layer chemical
environment. The layer polarization pj has units of dipole moment per unit area and
P
the total polarization is exactly equal to the sum of layer polarizations pj = c−1 j pj ,
where c = V /S is the supercell lattice constant along z. By the same token, Swartz
and Wu [175] have shown that the local lattice deformation in terms of the layer
height hj (D) basically shows the similar localized property. The height hj of layer j
is defined as (Zj+1 − Zj−1 ) /2 , where Zj is the average of z-coordinate ([001]) of all
ions belonging to layer j. The layer height hj (D) of individual AO and BO2 layers
in perovskite SL is strongly dependent on its nearest-neighbor chemical environment
and only weakly perturbed by the chemical environment of next nearest neighbours.
Based on the locality principles, the local polarization and local lattice deformation
can be accurately modeled by the truncated cluster expansion model.
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3.4

Interface induced ferroelectric properties

Figure 3.3: The rich behaviour of interface effects in multicomponent perovskite SLs.
Inversion symmetry breaking can be induced by different chemical compositions in tricolor SLs. Two dielectric layers with dissimilar electric
dipoles displays electrostatic coupling between them. The lattice mismatch between two constituent components of SLs is able to generate
internal strain at their interface. Cubic perovskites can undergo various
structure distortions such as tilting of oxygen octahedra, polar, and antipolar atom displacements and there exist competition and coupling with
each other at interfaces.

With the development of advanced epitaxial engineering techniques, layer-by-layer
epitaxial synthesis of perovskite-based multicomponent SLs has been made possible,
which enables experimentalists to precisely control thickness and order of the constituent layers in stacking direction [15, 16]. As illustrated in Figure.3.3, the dissimilar
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lattice parameters, chemical species, electrostatic potentials, and structural instabilities belonging to individual bulk constituents can lead to diverse physical interplays at
the coherent interface of artificial SLs [215, 69, 2]. For instance, inversion symmetry
can be broken with an asymmetric sequence of chemical component [137], which has
a significant effect on ferroelectric property [138, 87, 205]. Presence of interface in polar materials can induce electrostatic coupling between constituent layers [156]. This
electrostatic effect tends to minimize the polarization mismatch of the constituent
components in order to prevent the high electrostatic energy penalty [109]. Due to
this, polar property of each constituent component can have evident modification
compared to their bulk equilibrium states. In addition, various structure distortions
in each constituent component may have strong competition or promotion at interface
[127]. These structure distortions will alter the system symmetry to allow the coupling
between two or more nonpolar instabilities with a polar lattice mode [58], which can
significantly lower the system energy to induce ferroelectricity [21]. Furthermore, the
structure instabilities in ABO3 perovskite compounds are very sensitive to external
conditions. With chemical substitution and hydrostatic pressure, successful tuning
of pattern and amplitude of oxygen octahedral rotations has been demonstrated in
past [184, 5, 185, 17], which are common structure distortions and play an important
role in ferroelectric property in many ABO3 perovskites [126, 102]. Therefore, the
modified chemical pressure [196] (ionic radius and chemical bonding) at the interface of perovskite SLs provides another opportunity to generate novel ferroelectric
behavior via reconstruction of octahedral rotations. In this section, we first focus on
the perovskite SLs in which ferroelectricity is induced by compositional breaking of
inversion symmetry. Next, we summarize some work about the piezoelectricity and
ferroelectricity enhancement via interfacial electrostatic coupling effect; subsequently,
we introduce a number of hybrid improper ferroelectric SLs in which the polarization
is driven by other structural instabilities; finally, we present a method to stabilize the
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high polar ferroelectric phase near interfaces through the reconstruction of structural
distortions.

3.4.1

A. Compositional inversion symmetry breaking

Based on modern thin-film technology, the layer-by-layer growth technique makes
it possible that the different species of perovskites are being used to synthesize the
artificial materials such as SLs or heterojunctions, separated by sharp interfaces. It
opens door to vast number of new materials in which the choices of chemical composition are essentially infinite. Guided by design principles, it may be possible to
tune the compositional order to optimize the functional properties of these new material. It was realized by Eckstein that the number of the species of perovskite, often
referred as colors, could break the space inversion symmetry. As shown in Figure.3.4,
it can be easily demonstrated that compositional inversion symmetry breaking can
only occur in SLs with at least three species of perovskite i.e. tricolor SLs, while
P
0
for the bicolor SL interface dipole pint (D) =
i pi (D) − pi (D) must sum up to
be zero to keep inversion symmetry. Here pi (D) is actual ith layer polarization of a
bicolor SL system and p0i (D) is polarization of bulk constituent in that layer type. It
was proposed that if the compositional symmetry breaking is applied onto FE SLs,
the resulting self-poling effect could be used to enhance their functionalities such as
piezoelectricity.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of interface dipoles breaking inversion symmetry in SLs. a
The two single BTO/STO interface dipoles as a function of electric displacement field. b The dependence of total interface dipole in bicolor
BTO/STO SLs upon electric displacement field. c The variation of total
interface dipole in tricolor BTO/STO/CTO SLs with electric displacement field.Figure is reproduced with permission from Ref.[138]

Such tricolor SLs were first proposed theoretically by Sai et al. [137, 138] They
have performed DFT calculations at ground state for artificial ternary perovskite SLs
of (A1/3 A1/3 A1/3 )BO3 and A(B1/3 B1/3 B1/3 )O3 , in which the SLs are assumed to be
grown along [001] direction. In their studies, the BTO was chosen to be the protopypical parent perovskite. Specifically, they considered two systems with isovalent substitutions on the A site in (Ba1/3 Sr1/3 Ca1/3 )TiO3 and Ba(Ti1/3 Zr1/3 Hf1/3 )O3 , as well as
one system with heterovalent substitution on the B site element in Ba(Sc1/3 Ti1/3 Nb1/3 )O3 .
The compositionally induced inversion symmetry can be clearly identified by the
asymmetric FE double well potentials from the DFT calculations as shown in Figure.3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The variation of FE double potential wells with charge perturbation δ in
heterovalent substitution. Figure is reproduced from Ref.[137]

Measured by the energy difference between the minimum of the two wells, it was
found that the induced asymmetricity in the heterovalent chemical substitution systems is much larger than that in the isovalent substitution systems, which implied a
larger magnitude of inversion symmetry breaking in the former. To better understand
this strong symmetry breaking behavior in heterovalent chemical substitution system,
a model system Ba(B1/3 Ti1/3 BKris1/3 )O3 was built by the construction of artificial
elements B and B with fractional nuclear charges Ti-δ and Ti+δ respectively. The
above pseudo-lattice model system allowed on to gradually change the heterovalent
symmetry-breaking through the perturbation δ deviating from that of Ti (Z=22). It
was found that the strength of the symmetry breaking is very sensitive to the variation of δ (Figure.3.5), which displays a δ [141] dependence with numerical fits. The
sensitive dependence of the inversion symmetry breaking on the charge perturbation
indicates that the FE polarization and large piezoelectricity could be induced even
in tricolor SLs systems which are composed of paraelectric perovskites only. Based
on the above discussions, it can be seen that the compositional inversion symmetrybreaking can be realized by both, isovalent and heterovalent substitution, and for
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heterovalent substitution strength of the symmetry breaking can be sensitively tuned
through the charge perturbation.
Later, several experimental studies have confirmed a series of phenomena arising from compositional symmetry-breaking, which are very well consistent with the
above theoretical pictures proposed by Sai et al. Warusawithana and his collaborators had grown CTO/STO/BTO tricolor SLs using molecular beam epitaxy on
STO substrates and found a strong asymmetrical dielectric response due to compositional symmetry-breaking [195]. The real part of the dielectric constant ε0 for
(CTO)1 (STO)1 (BTO)2 (STO)1 (CTO)1 SLs and (CTO)2 (BTO)4 (STO)2 SLs were measured at several temperatures. Since the inversion symmetry of (CTO)1 (STO)1 (BTO)2
(STO)1 (CTO)1 SL is not broken by chemical composition, variations of ε0 are equivalent under positively and negatively applied electric fields indicating a mirror symmetry along atomic layer stacking direction. On the hand, mirror symmetry of
ε0 is found to be broken in asymmetrical (CTO)2 (BTO)4 (STO)2 SLs as expected.
Lee and co-workers grown a series of CTO/STO/BTO three-component ferroelectric SLs by means of Pulsed laser deposition technique [87] where enhanced polarization was observed for some of the SLs considered. Among those, a SL with
(STO)2 (BTO)4 (CTO)2 sequence was found to have the maximum polarization. For
this SL, the remnant polarization 16.5 µC/cm2 measured in experiments shows about
50% increase compared to the average values estimated using electrostatic model for
each strained bulk constituents, which is due to an interface effect of compositional
symmetry breaking.
The compositional inversion symmetry breaking method has been later applied
into the multiferroic materials with two or more co-existing ferroic orders. As bulk
materials, both LaMnO3 and SrMnO3 are para-electric insulators with G-type antiferromagnetic spin ordering at ground state. The electronic configuration of Mn
atoms adopt t32g e1g and t32g e1g for LaMnO3 and SrMnO3 respectively. In artificial
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LaMnO3 /SrMnO3 bicolor SLs [139, 206], as detected by a superconducting quantum
interference device magnetometer at the interface, the ferromagnetic ordering breaks
the time reversal symmetry. This promotes the double-exchange interactions from
the charge-transfer between the eg orbits of LaMnO3 and SrMnO3 . However, the
space-inversion symmetry remains unchanged in LaMnO3 /SrMnO3 bicolor system.
Based on this consideration, Kida and co-workers designed tricolor SLs composed
of LaMnO3 , SrMnO3 and LaAlO3 to break the space-inversion symmetry as well
[205, 79]. Such a tricolor SLs lack both, space-inversion and time-reversal symmetries and it possesses the toroidal moment T defined as P × M which can enable
the existence of the magnetoelectric tensor αij (ω) [179, 8]. The real and imaginary
parts of α ij (ω ) contribute to the directional refraction and absorption of light intensity, respectively [79, 142, 76]. The reversal of one of three parameters P, M and
light wavevector k (parallel or antiparallel to the toroidal moment T) under space
inversion or time reversal results in a sign change of αij (ω) to modulate the refractive
and absorptive light intensity. This is referred to as the optical magnetoelectric effect (OME) effect. A direct application of optical magnetoelectric effect is to control
the intensity of light by changing the direction of either P or M with magnetic or
electric field. The change of refractive light intensity was successfully detected in the
LaMnO3 /SrMnO3 /LaAlO3 tricolor sample by a reversal of the direction of magnetic
field H.

3.4.2

Electrostatic coupling effect through interfaces in SLs

The polar instability within a material can be strongly affected by electrostatic
interactions such as the electric fields generated by the uncompensated polarization
charges at the thin film surfaces or interfaces [156, 104] of heterostructures. At the
interfaces of ferroelectric/dielectric SLs, the component of electric displacement field,
D = E + 4πP , must be continuous along the growth direction [166],generally known
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as the electric boundary condition of the insulating SLs. In the above, the polarization
mismatch between two constituent components can build polarization charge O · P
at their interface [77, 109]. Also, a large mismatch can lead to a large energy cost. In
order to minimize the above electrostatic energy, the polarization mismatch should
be reduced across the interfaces in the SLs. As a result, the components of the
SLs which are ferroelectric in bulk, their phase will be depolarized. On the other
hand, the paraelectric components will be more polarized compared to their bulk
equivalent. In the case of bicolor SL consisting of one ferroelectric and one incipient
ferroelectric component with large dielectric constant (like STO or KTaO3 ) [210, 6,
140], the ferroelectricity in the incipient ferroelectric component can be recovered or
enhanced by the poling effect described above. Under the above circumstance, the
ferroelectric/dielectric SLs tend to develop uniform polarization in each constituent
layer due to the continuous displacement field across the interfaces [109, 191, 74, 108,
81, 80, 186, 94, 95, 97].

Figure 3.6: Polar properties of epitaxial BaTiO3 /SrTiO3 SLs. a Local polarization
enhancement (Pλ /P0 ) for each SL, computed from the Born effective
charges within each layer. b Total polarization enhancement as a function
of α =ST O /BT O for each SL, calculated from first principles (dashed line)
and dielectric model (filled circles). Figure is extracted from Ref.[109].

A typical example of polarization enhancement achieved by electrostatic coupling
effect in perovskites is the epitaxial BTO/STO SL on STO substrate studied by
Neaton and Rabe [109]. Based on first-principles calculations, several five-period SLs
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were considered with compositions of 4BTO/1STO, 3BTO/2STO, 2BTO/3STO and
1BTO/4STO, as well as bulk STO and strained bulk BTO. Constraining space group
symmetry of the SLs to be P 4mm for which ions were only allowed to relax towards
equilibrium along growth direction, the in-plane lattice parameters were fixed to that
of bulk STO. Without taking electrostatic coupling between the STO and strained
BTO layers into account, the total polarization can be estimated by taking an average over the polarization of each bulk constituent and its volume fraction. Owning
to paraelectric character of STO component, the estimated polarization should be
proportional to the volume fraction of strained BTO component. However, the DFT
calculated polarizations of BTO /STO SLs are much larger compared to those estimated by the volume fraction of strained BTO, indicating the coupling between BTO
and STO constituent layers at interface can obviously enhance the total polarization.
In order to elucidate the underlying origin of the enhanced polarization in BTO/STO
P ∗
∆uλi is calculated by the linear apSLs, the local layer polarizations Pλ = Ω1λ i Zλi
∗
proximation based on the Born effective charges Zλi
as shown in Figure.3.6(a), where

∆uλi is the displacement of ion i in unit-cell λ and Ωλ is the volume of the local
unit-cell λ. Interestingly, polarization induced in STO layers is found to be comparable to that in BTO layers. Clearly, the polarization enhancement in BTO/STO SLs
originate from the interface effect. Neaton et al. proposed a dielectric slab model in
order to quantitatively evaluate the underlying interface effect. Within this model,
the short circuit boundary condition is assumed by the varnishing total potential drop
across the SL EBT O lBT O = −EST O lST O , in which EBT O and EST O are the electric fields
with the BTO and STO layers respectively and the lBT O and lST O denote the number
of layers of BTO and STO respectively. Moreover, the dielectric slab model explicitly
took into account the continuous electric displacement D = E + 4πP along the [001]
direction of the insulating SLs. Based on the dielectric slab model, the resulting polarizations of the BTO/STO SLs are given by P =
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S
PBT
O
,
(1+αεBT O /εST O )

where α =

lST O
lBT O

,

S
PBT
O is the computed polarization of strained BTO, and εBT O and εST O are the di-

electric constants of bulk BTO and bulk STO respectively. The dielectric slab model
correctly captures the electrostatic coupling effect in BTO/STO SL, which tends to
uniform the polarization along the SL growth direction. As shown in Figure.3.6(b),
the obtained results from dielectric slab model show a good agreement with the DFT
results. It is worth to note that 2BTO/3STO SL constitutes as little as 40% BTO.
However, it has a polarization of 24.97 µC/cm2 as large as that of bulk BTO. The
reason is that, besides the electrostatic coupling effect, large compressive strain from
the STO substrate imposed on BTO layers additionally produce an enhanced polarization. Thus, both of the electrostatic coupling between the layers and strain effects
result in overall polarization enhancement in BTO/STO SLs.
The above design rule have been applied onto other similar artificial SLs composed of a strong ferroelectric and another incipient ferroelectric with large dielectric constant, such as KNbO3 /KTaO3 (KNO/KTO) [33, 34, 153, 57] and PTO/STO
[38, 37]. KNO is isostructural of BTO, and it adopts the tetragonal structure of space
group P 4mm with spontaneous polarization about 35 µC/cm2 at high temperature,
above 488K [130]. At lower temperature, KNO adopts rhombohedral symmetry with
polarization along [111] [130]. At the same time, KTO is also an incipient ferroelectric similarly to STO. However, it does not develop an antiferrodistortive transition
as STO does, but remains cubic down to low temperatures [140, 130]. In artificial
KNO/KTO SLs grown on KTO substrate, a large out-of-plane polarization is induced
in the KTO layers. This is due to an out-of-plane polarizations of the different layers
are strongly electrostatically coupled, same as the BTO/STO system. Additionally,
the small compressive strain exerted by the KTO substrate is not sufficient to drive
the low-temperature rhombohedral KNO constituents to become tetragonally polarized [34, 153], which makes the SLs possess both of the out-of-plane and in-plane
polarization components. The main difference between out-of-plane and in-plane
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polarization components is that the former shows rather abrupt transitions at the
interfaces, while the later varies continuously through interfaces. The above is due to
the fact that the electric displacement field is continuous along out-of-plane direction
but not continuous along the in-plane direction. Since PTO is a strong tetragonal ferroelectric material below 760K, with an experimental measured polarization of about
75 µC/cm2 at room temperature [130, 59], the similar artificial ferroelectric SL of
(PTO)n/(STO)3 (for n≥ 3) can also be well described in the framework of electrostatic coupling, in which the calculated polarizations are uniform and well consistent
with results obtained from the dielectric model. Based on a mechanism described in
above examples, one can design similar ferroelectric/dielectric SLs [216]. The electrostatic coupling in these systems offers an exciting opportunity for creating the tunable
ferroelectric or other functional properties.
In the above, we have reviewed the examples in which the polarization can be
enhanced or induced by the electrostatic coupling mechanism through the interface.
Also, the strain and ferroelectricity is strongly coupled, in particular for the proper
ferroelectric materials. Since the piezoelectricity is defined by the linear variation
of the strain perturbation induced by an applied electric field ij = dijk Ek , where
ij is the strain tensor , Ek is the electric field and dijk is the piezoelectric coefficient . Both theoretical and experimental studies suggested that polarization rotation
induces very large piezoelectric response [204]. One effective approach to achieve polarization rotation is to take advantage of the morphotropic phase boundary through
appropriate chemical substitution. For example, in solid solution of PbZr1−x Tix O3 a
change in Ti element fraction can bring the state of system to morphotropic phase
boundary [1, 84]. It is observed experimentally that through an induced monoclinic
phase within a narrow range of Ti composition around x=0.48 could bridge between
the tetragonal phase and the rhombohedral phase. Such intermediate phase can allow
polar state transition from pseudocubic [001] to [111] direction which displays greatly
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enhanced piezoelectric response. The same mechanism is also suitable for artificial
ferroelectric/dielectric SLs. The interfaces of these SLs provide another opportunity
to achieve morphotropic phase boundary with large piezoelectric responses by the
tunable strength of electrostatic coupling between the constituent layers.

Figure 3.7: Ferroelectric-related properties in PbTiO3 /CaTiO3 SLs. a c/a (tetragonality), b polarization, c dielectric constant and d piezoelectric coefficient
d33 e the general evolution of the polarization as a function of CaTiO3
volume fraction (x). Figure is adapted with permission from Ref.[160].

As an example, Sinsheimer and co-workers fabricated artificial PTO/CTO SLs on
[001] surface of STO substrates using off-axis RF magnetron sputtering [160]. For
all SLs fabricated, CTO thickness was fixed to be three layers while the PTO thickness was varied. The tetragonality, ferroelectric, piezoelectric, and dielectric properties of PTO/CTO SLs were measured as a function of the CTO volume fraction
x = nCT O /nCT O + nP T O as shown in Figure.3.7, where nCT O and nP T O are number
of CTO and PTO unit cells. It was observed that when x approaches to zero, polar
properties of SLs are largely governed by the PTO layers in such a way that a large po-
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larization along [001] direction is observed. However, for x close to one, the properties
of SLs are dominated by CTO constituents, and polarization along [110] direction is
observed due to large tensile strain imposed by STO substrate. While for 0 < x < 1,
PTO/CTO SLs develop a continuous polarization rotation from [001] to [110] as the
thickness of PTO layers decreases, their structure undergo consecutive phase transitions from T-MC -MA -O, where T represents tetragonal phase, MC and MA denote
two monoclinic phases, and O stands for orthorhombic phase, their polarization directions are [001], [u0v], [uuv](u¡v) and [110] respectively as shown in Figure.3.7. The
change in polarization direction with varying thickness of PTO reflected the tunable
electrostatic coupling between PTO and CTO layers. Such structure transitions resulting from the polarization rotation due to the electrostatic coupling gave rise to
highly tunable dielectric and piezoelectric properties. The out-of-plane piezoelectric
constant d33 are strongly enhanced in the samples at the phase boundary of the T-MC
transition. In contrast with solid solution PbZr1−x Tix O3 , these ordered and layered
artificial heterostructures can avoid phase separation as the temperature increases.

3.4.3

Hybrid improper ferroelectricity

It is well known that FE materials can be classified into two categories as the
so-called proper and improper FEs, which are determined by the nature of structural
instability giving rise to the FE distortion at ground state. In the case of proper FE
materials, such as PTO and BTO, their FE distortions originate from the polar structural instability at Gamma point of Brillouin zone in its phonon dispersion, which act
as the primary order parameters at the phase transition [51, 35, 36]. The microscopic
origin of stabilizing force associated with proper FE distortion is due to the strong
covalent bond or orbital hybridization between cation and anion [35]. The variation
of energy with polar distortion around high symmetry para-electric phase displays a
characteristic of symmetric double-well in proper FE systems. The two energy min-
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ima with antiparallel polarization can be switched to each other through an external
electric field, without involving any other structural distortions. In contrast, the zone
center polar distortion in improper FE materials is only slave of another nonpolar
primary structural distortion associated with the wave vector at the zone-boundary
of its centrosymmetric phase [127, 125]. In general, the polar mode in improper
ferroelectrics is not intrinsically unstable. When the primary structural distortion
develops, it will be coupled with the polar distortion. As a result, a non-zero value
of polarization can be induced. The microscopic origin of this polar distortion is a
result of electrostatic interaction after primary structural distortion occurs, instead
of merely driven by charge transfer or hybridization. Therefore, the improper ferroelectric is also named geometric ferroelectric. When an electric field is applied to
switch the polar direction in improper ferroelectrics, the polar distortion as well as
the coupled primary order parameter should be switched simultaneously [171].

Figure 3.8: Crystal structure and atomic distortions of Ca3 Mn2 O7 . a, The A21 am ferroelectric ground state structure. b, Atomic displacements associated to
the unstable X2+ rotation. c, Schematic of structure distortion correspond
to X3− tilt. d, Layerresolved polarization results from Γ−
5 mode. Figure
a-c are adapted with permission from Ref.[10] and figure d is reprinted
with permission from Ref.[13].
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As a prototype of improper FE materials, in hexagonal YMnO3 [46], the polar
mode is stable by itself in its centrosymmetric phase. However, this polar mode
becomes unstable after an appearance of single zone-boundary K3 mode while the
wave vector q = (1/3, 1/3, 0) triples the unit cell of the paraelectric phase. Along
with that it also involves rotation of the MnO5 trigonal bipyramids and buckling of
the Y-O planes. Within the improper FE materials, there exists a subcategory of
the so-called hybrid improper materials in which the development of polar distortion
involves two or more than two nonpolar mode at zone boundary with distinct symmetries [10, 111, 172]. A typical example of the hybrid improper FE is the multiferroic
Ca3 Mn2 O7 [10] belonging to the Ruddlesden-Popper family with a general formula
of An+1 Bn O3n+1 . It consists of ABO3 perovskite blocks stacked along [001] direction
with an extra AO layer inserted every n perovskite unit cells as shown in Figure.3.8(a).
The centrosymmetric phase of Ca3 Mn2 O7 has I4/mmm space group symmetry and it
transform to A21 am ferroelectric phase by three distinct structure distortions: oxygen octahedron rotation X2+ mode, oxygen octahedron tilt X3− mode and one polar
zone-center Γ−
5 mode (Figure.3.8(b) − Figure.3.8(d). As shown in Figure.3.8(d), the
Γ−
5 mode involves antipolar displacements of Ca and O atoms in two symmetrically
inequivalent CaO layers. This unequal mode displacements generate layer-resolved
residual polarization. In the absence of oxygen octahedral rotation and tilt the polar
distortion QΓ−5 equals to zero, displaying a stable character. However, the polarization develops as the oxygen rotation and tilt distortions condense simultaneously. In
addition, the energy landscape of Γ−
5 mode displays linear character after both of
the oxygen octahedron rotation ( X2+ ) and tilt ( X3− ) are freezed, which indicates
that the Γ−
5 distortion is induced through a direct improper coupling αQX2+ QX3− QΓ−
5
energy term. These distortions of octahedral rotation make it possible to remove the
inversion symmetry and allow the linear coupling between rotation and polar modes
to be invariant under all symmetry operations of the crystal lattice. Such distortions
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satisfy the symmetry requirement for Landau free energy [30] and offer a novel technique to design hybrid improper ferroelectrics. In this section, we will discuss some
artificial short-period perovskite SLs displaying improper ferroelectricity.

Figure 3.9: Polarization, tetragonality and transition temperature of PTO/STO SLs.
a, Polarization from the electrostatic model (dotted and solid lines) and
first principles calculations (open circles). b, Polarization measured using
a Positive Up Negative Down technique as a function of PTO volume
fraction, the solid line shows the prediction from Landau theory.
c,
Tetragonality of two types of samples grown on 460 ◦ C and 510 ◦ C plotted
against PTO volume fraction. d, Transition temperature determined from
X-ray diffraction plotted as a function of PTO volume fraction. The
solid line shows the theoretical prediction from Landau theory. (a) is
reproduced with permission from Ref.[38] and (b)-(d) is reproduced with
permission from Ref.[42].

The interface design mechanism via the hybrid improper FE was discovered through
many different studies to understand an intriguing ferroelectric phenomenon found
experimentally in PTO/STO SLs by Dawber and co-workers [38]. In all 20 different
PTO/STO SLs investigated, the thickness of STO layers was held fixed at three unit
cells and thickness of PTO layers was varied. Since PTO grown on STO substrate is
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strong ferroelectric with polarization along [001], both polarization and tetragonality
of SLs are expected to decrease as the PTO layer thickness decreases according to
the electrostatic coupling effect through interfaces. A simple model has been built,
E (Pp , Ps ) = xUp (Pp ) + (1 − x) Us (Ps ) + Eelec (Pp , Ps ) , to describe the ferroelectricity
taking into account the electrostatic coupling effect through the interface. In the
above, Up (Pp ) and Us (Ps ) represent the total energies of bulk PTO and STO as a
function of their zero-field polarization Pp and Ps obtained from DFT calculations,
x=

np
np +ns

is the PTO volume fraction and the last term is an electrostatic energy be-

tween the PTO and STO layers. As shown in Figure.3.9(a), the above model predicts
very close polarizations compared to DFT values only for the case when number of
PTO layers ( np ) exceeds number of STO layers ( ns ),

np
ns

>1. Surprisingly, for

np
ns

less than one, polarization predicted from the model was zero, in sharp contrast, the
experimental measurement gave nonzero polarization in those SLs. Obviously, for the
SLs with limit of ultrathin PTO layers, electrostatic coupling is not the only interface
effect that affect the FE of the systems, some other interface mechanism must be
taken into account to explain this peculiar FE. In order to find out the reason for an
unexpected recovery of ferroelectricity in the PTO/STO SLs with one or two PTO
layer thicknesses, Up (Pp ) and Us (Ps ) in above electrostatic model were replaced with
the Helmoltz free energies of PTO and STO, respectively [42]. Here Helmoltz free
energies are estimated within a Landau type approach so that the structure instability affected by finite temperature effects can be incorporated. This free energy
model incorporates electrostatic coupling effect and an effect of temperature rather
than merely considering a first-principle potential corresponding to zero temperature.
It was expected that a temperature effect could explain non-zero polarization for in
SLs with low PTO fraction. As shown in Figure.3.9 (b), (c) and (d), results from
this model successfully predicted polarization, tetragonality and transition temperature for PTO/STO SLs with

np
ns

>1, but failed to produce consistent result for SLs
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with low PTO volume fraction. The failure of electrostatic model for PTO/STO
SLs with ultra-thin PTO layer thicknesses indicates that the theoretical framework
of electrostatic coupling is not sufficient to explain origin of FE for PTO/STO SLs in
general.

Figure 3.10: Schematic view of energy lowering distortions in the P4/mmm reference structure of the 1PTO/1STO SL. a, Γ−
3 mode giving rise to a
[001] polarization. b, M4− mode corresponding to the out-of-phase octahedral rotation around 001 axis. c, M2+ mode corresponding to the
in-phase octahedral rotation around 001 axis. d, Relationship of the
energy with polarization in the FE phase without AFD rotations, and
in the (AFD/FE) phase for a 1PTO/1STO SL. Figure is adapted with
permission from Ref.[21].

With the aim of elucidation for the interface mechanism in PTO/STO SLs, Bousquet et al. explored the structural distortions of 1/1 short period PTO/STO SL grown
on the STO substrate with combined experimental measurement and first-principles
approaches [21]. By using the tetragonal P 4/mmm space group symmetry as the
centrosymmetric reference structure, the ground state structure of 1PTO/1STO SL
adopts the polar structure with P 4bm space group symmetry. In addition, the ground
state structure of 1PTO/1STO SL can be considered as the combination of three
distinct structural distortions, which are out-of-plane polar distortion transforming
−
like the irreducible representation Γ−
3 , an antiferrodistortive distortion M4 mode

corresponding to the out-of-phase octahedral rotation around 001 axis, as well as a
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second antiferrodistortive distortion M2+ mode corresponding to in-phase octahedral
rotation around 001 axis as shown in Figure.3.10 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. By
using the first-principles calculations, the above three distortions have been systematically added into the above reference structure in order to obtain the structural
relaxations. It was found that the polar structure distortion alone only produce a
relatively small energy gain as shown by the shallow FE double-well potential in
Figure.3.10(d). Surprisingly, the FE is further greatly enhanced when both oxygen
octahedral rotation M4− mode and tilt M2+ mode are considered in the structural
distortions, which contradicts the conventional belief that AFD and FE modes are in
strong competition in perovskite system. The following theoretical analysis based on
the Landau free energy expansion facilitated by the space group symmetry analysis
shows that the energy gained by the combined structural distortions of QΓ−3 , QM4−
and QM2+ are linearly proportional to the trilinear coupling term QΓ−3 QM4− QM2+ . As
a result, the polarization enhancement of FE in 1PTO/1STO should be attributed to
the improper ferroelectricity induced by the interfaces. The development of oxygen
octahedral rotation encourages the development of FE.
Similar AFD/FE structural distortions were also identified at the interfaces of
other thickness in PTO/STO SLs, such as 3/3, 5/3, and 7/3 periods. The appearance of AFD mode associated with the oxygen octahedral rotation throughout the
PTO/STO SLs can be attributed to the bulk properties of PTO and STO respectively.
In cubic phase, both bulk PTO and STO exhibit structural instabilities at R point
of Brillouin zone boundary which is associated with out-of-phase oxygen octahedral
rotation. As an incipient FE material, the bulk STO in ground state barely shows
any spontaneous polarization and possess an octahedral rotation around the [001]
axis. However, the bulk PTO has a very large spontaneous polarization [59], yielding
a tetragonal symmetry at its ground state. The varnishing of AFD mode associated
with oxygen octahedral rotation is due to the strong competition between FE and
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AFD mode, which completely suppresses the later in bulk PTO. Not surprisingly,
the competition between AFD and FE mode is sensitively dependent on the electric
boundary condition in which the electric displacement field is continuous throughout the SL along the [001] direction. Hong and Vanderbilt [63] studied the complex
energy landscape of STO and PTO perovskites as functions of varying applied electric displacement fields. It was found that the AFD and FE competition in STO
and PTO systems is rather sensitive to the electric boundary condition. Indeed, the
AFD mode associated with the oxygen octahedral rotation in bulk PTO was found
to be recovered when it is less polarized under smaller electric displacement fields.
On the other hand, the oxygen octahedral rotation in bulk STO can be completely
suppressed at high electric displacement field while it is more polarized. At this point
we can understand the failure of the electrostatic coupling effect in describing the
ferroelectric properties of PTO/STO SLs in low PTO concentration limit. When the
portion of PTO layers is much less than that of STO layers, the uniform electric
displacement throughout the SL is also much less than that of bulk PTO. As a result,
the AFD mode is not only be recovered but also become significant in describing its
energy landscape together with its coupling with other important structural distortions. Therefore, the electrostatic coupling model which simply models the energy of
PTO layer based on the tetrahedral structure distortion will not work in the above
case.
Another similar hybrid improper FE mechanism is found to be originated from the
interface in the 1PTO/1PbZrO3 short-period SL [20]. For the relaxed ground state
structure, an interesting pattern of structural distortions appears for this interface
only SLs, which are oxygen octahedral tilts around [110] axis( R110 ), an out-of-phase
oxygen octahedral rotation around [001] axis( R001 ), corresponding to the Glazer
tilt pattern a− a− c0 and a0 a0 c− respectively [53]. Based on the space group symmetry considerations, the above interface structure actually promotes the ferroelectric
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polarizations along [001] and [110] axis ( P001 and P110 ) allowed by a four-linear coupling term, ∼ QP 001 QP 110 QR001 QR110 , in the Landau-type energy expansion about
the centrosymmetric reference structure. If three of the four distortions are present,
the fourth will be spontaneously induced to lower the total energy of system through
this improper mechanism even if that mode is not unstable. Above described artificial approach to induce hybrid improper ferroelectricity has a distinct advantage
in contrast to the proper ferroelectricity with the temperature dependence of polar
order parameter. The ferroelectric instability arising from the coupling between FE
and AFD modes leads to a high, nearly temperature-independent dielectric constant
and polarization.

Figure 3.11: Illustration of the atomic distortions in Pnma-like perovskite systems.
a, Octahedral rotation with a0 a0 c− pattern around [001]. b, Octahedral rotation with a− a− c0 pattern around [110]. c, Antipolar A-site
displacement and local layer polarization from X5+ mode. d, Residual
polarization arises from the non-cancelation of anti-polar displacements
of A-site cations in 1LaGaO3 /1YGaO3 SLs. Figure is reproduced from
Refs.[13, 12].
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Besides the enhanced FE polarization in the FE/PE SLs as shown above, the
hybrid improper mechanism can be used to inverse interface design of novel artificial FE materials from only nonpolar perovskites. As discussed above, FE polarization in Ruddlesden-Popper A3 B2 O7 bulk materials [10, 111, 113] (such as Ca3 Mn2 O7
or Ca3 Ti2 O7 ) arises from the non-cancelation of antipolar displacements of A-site
cations. Such dissimilarity in A-site layers stems from breaking of the octahedral
connectivity along [001], which essentially removes the inversion center at B-site. A
similar antipolar displacements can be also found in many ABO3 perovskites of P nma
phase, such as CTO, which is the most adopted crystalline symmetry among oxide
perovskite materials. This phase is evolved from P m3m reference structure through
structural distortions combining two distinct oxygen octahedral rotation patterns of
a0 a0 c+ ( QM ) and a− a− c0 ( QR ), as shown in Figure.3.11 (a) and (b) respectively.
Interestingly, an antipolar distortion X5+ ( QX ) develops at ground of CTO, through
a symmetry-allowed trilinear coupling free energy term ∼ QM QR QX , which significantly lowers the energy [11]. Unlike the Ruddlesden-Popper systems, the oxygen
octahedral connectivity is well preserved in P nma structure, the two distinct octahedral rotations cannot break the special inversion symmetry by themselves. As a
result, perovskite with P nma symmetry yields an anti-ferroelectric-like ground state
with the A-site in-plane displacements which have equal magnitudes but opposite in
directions alternatively along [001] direction as shown in Figure.3.11(c). The above
limitation has been overcome by Fennie and Rondinelli recently. They employed two
different paraelectric P nma perovskites and construct 1ABO3 /1ABO3 SLs, which
can also be considered as the artificial double perovskites with two chemically distinct A-sites [133, 12]. The changes in the chemical environment brought by two
different A-site cations lifts the global inversion symmetry. As a result, the antipolar
displacements of two alternate AO layers along [001] direction are no longer exactly
equal to each other, leaving a non-zero residual macroscopic polarization as shown
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in Figure.3.11(d). Since the inversion symmetry breaking originates from the noncancelation of two distinct antipolar modes induced by two primary oxygen octahedral
rotations, it is therefore classified as hybrid improper interface design rule [12, 106].
However, if the magnitudes of octahedral rotations and tilts are comparable in bulk
ABO3 and ABO3 , then the antipolar A-site displacement will be similar. As a result,
the overall macroscopic polarization is small due to nearly canceled antipolar displacements of AO and AO layer in the resulting ABO3 / ABO3 SL. Based on the above
considerations, it was proposed that a strong P nma perovskite ABO3 of small Goldschmidt tolerance factor and a weak P nma perovskite ABO3 of large tolerance factor
should be chosen in constructing the SL. Therefore, in the resulting 1ABO3 /1ABO3
SL, a relatively large difference in the magnitudes of antipolar displacement can result
in the overall electric polarization. The mechanism is interfacial effect in nature, not
surprisingly, the overall polarization is found to be optimized in interface only SLs of
1ABO3 /1ABO3 systems [106].
3.4.4

Interfacial reconstructions of structural instabilities

Except for a few perovskites, such as BTO, PTO and KNO, in which the polar displacements are the major structural distortion, most perovskites at room temperature
have adopted more complex structural distortions associated with the oxygen octahedral rotation and tilt which are nonpolar in nature. In perovskite, the rotation and
tilt of corner-sharing BO6 octahedron plays an important role in determining their
physical properties [184, 5, 17, 102, 135]. The idealized cubic structure of perovskites
can adopt totally fifteen distinct Glazer rotation patterns in real systems [196, 11, 67],
giving rise to rich structural phase diagrams [3, 4, 98]. The most common oxygen
octahedral rotation patterns occur in the P nma space group symmetry, such as CTO,
and the R3c space group symmetry, such as BiFeO3 (BFO) and LiNbO3 . The oxygen octahedral rotation pattern in P nma perovskite can be depicted as the in-phase
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oxygen octahedral rotation around [001] axis and the oxygen octahedral tilt around
[110] ( a− a− c+ in Glazer notation), which originate from the structural instabilities
at M and R points of Brillion zone respectively. As we have discussed in previous
section, the antipolar distortion X5+ mode is strongly favored in P nma perovskite
due to the trilinear coupling mechanism. The development of antipolar instead of
polar distortion has recently been discovered to be at the origin of suppressed FE in
P nma perovskite, resulting in the paraelectric ground state [11]. On the other hand,
the oxygen octahedral rotation pattern in R3c can be described as the out-of-phase
oxygen octahedral rotation around [001] axis combined with oxygen octahedral tilt
around [110] axis ( a− a− a− in Glazer notation), both of which originated from the R
point instabilities in Brillion zone. The R3c perovskite is compatible with large FE
polarization. For example, the spontaneous polarization in BFO [194] and LiNbO3
[7] are found to be 50-90 µC/cm2 and 71 µC/cm2 respectively. In particular, BFO
is one of most studied room temperature multiferroic materials, in which the weak
FM due to spin canting was recently confirmed in experiments [194, 208]. Unfortunately, compared to the widely spread P nma perovskites, the perovskites with R3c
symmetry are rarely seen [185, 11, 193].
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Figure 3.12: Layer by layer decomposed ferroelectric and nonpolar modes in
6BTO/6CTO SLs and schematic atomic displacements of the oxygen
octahedron rotation and polar modes. RZI , RZO , P110 , P001 , ADIS,
and Rxy represent in-phase oxygen octahedron rotation around [001],
out-of-phase oxygen octahedron rotation around [001], in-plane polarization, out-of-plane polarization, A-site cation antipolar displacements,
and oxygen octahedron rotation around [110]. Figure is adapted from
Ref.[193].

However, recent theoretical studies suggested that for many P nma perovskites,
the R3c structure is actually one of the low-lying metastable states [212]. By using the
strained CTO on the STO substrate, the energetics between P nma and R3c structure
have been systematically studied by Wang et al [193]. In their work, facilitated by
space group analysis, effective Hamiltonians were built for both P nma CTO and
R3c CTO, through polynomial expansions of the total energy from first-principles
calculations with respect to the high-symmetry reference structure ( P 4/mmm space
group symmetry) in terms of the amplitudes of the relevant phonon modes.
Compared to the paraelectric P nma CTO, the R3c CTO has very similar FE
property to BFO, however, with a slightly higher energy 0.211eV than the former.
An interesting question arises: Is it possible to adjust the energetics between P nma
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CTO and R3c CTO so that the latter with functional properties could be stabilized.
Wang et al have theoretically studied the possibility for stabilization of R3c structure
over the P nma one for strained CTO films. In particular, it was assumed that
the oxygen octahedral rotation and tilt are parameters which are adjustable under
experimental conditions.
In order to explore relative stability between the R3c structure and the P nma
structure, the difference of the above enthalpies ∆E = FCT O − FBF O has been evaluated as function of oxygen octahedral rotation and tilt as plotted in Figure.3.13. As
expected, at the ground state structure, the P nma CTO is more stabilized with a
higher total energy ∼ 0.171eV value than that of the R3c CTO. Surprisingly, when
the amplitudes of the oxygen octahedral rotation and tilt are reduced to 5.7◦ and 6.6◦
, the R3c structure becomes energetically more stable than the P nma phase, which
is accompanied by a significantly enhanced FE polarization.

Figure 3.13: In strained bulk CTO the relative energy difference ∆E between the
BFO-like and CTO-like phases as functions of magnitudes of oxygen
octahedral rotation about [001] and [110] axis, respectively. The FE
strengths are represented by projected colors in the base. Figure is
reproduced from Ref.[193].
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The above result suggests that the perovskite, which naturally exists as P nma
structure, might be stabilized as R3c structure compatible with large polarization,
if the oxygen octahedral rotation and tilt angles are reduced compared to their bulk
values. The above goal could not be easily achieved by the applied epitaxial strain.
This is because the oxygen octahedral rotation and tilt angles are found to be only
weakly dependent on the strain mismatch [45]. Their amplitudes change extremely
little in the range of strains for 0% to 4% . Besides the epitaxial strain, the distortions
associated with the oxygen octahedral are highly dependent on chemical pressure [196]
such as the ionic radius, chemical bonding, and electronegativity.
Guided by the above hypothesis, the interface stabilization of the R3c phase of
CTO has been first successfully applied in the BTO/CTO SL by Wang et al. [193]
BTO is a perovskite with larger tolerance factor, which is strongly resistant to oxygen
octahedral rotation and tilt at room temperature. Wang and co-workers investigated
a number of SLs of nBTO/nCTO (n=1...6). In particular, the structural distortions of 6BTO/6CTO was analyzed based on the mode decompositions as shown in
Figure.3.12. Clearly, the perovskite component far away from the interfaces can be
described by the bulk properties. In the BTO region of the SL, the polar distortion along [001] direction is the only obvious distortion, which is consistent with the
tetragonal structure of BTO at room temperature. On the other hand, in the CTO
region of the SL, the structure distortions are dominated by large in-phase oxygen
octahedral rotation around [001] axis and tilt around [110] direction. As described in
the above, this particular P nma structure results in large antipolar mode as shown
by the clear zigzag type A-site atom displacement which points to opposite direction for alternative layers along [110] direction. However, for the CTO layers at the
interfaces, the oxygen octahedral rotation and tilt pattern undergoes a qualitative reconstruction. As a result, the oxygen octahedral in two neighbouring CTO are found
to rotate out-of-phase, when the rotation and tilt angle are largely suppressed by the
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proximity effect due to the BTO with a larger tolerance factor, which are confirmed
by transmission electron microscopy. The new pattern of oxygen rotation and tilt is
exactly the same as the R3c structure as predicted by the enthalpy function in the
above paragraph. The enhanced FE was evidenced by the calculated larger polarizations 29.0 µC/cm2 than the values predicted by the electrostatic coupling model 22.4
µC/cm2 which clearly indicates the interface enhanced FE mechanism.
Since the stabilization of the R3c structure takes place at the interfacial CTO
layers, the enhanced polarization will depend on the density of the interfaces. Not
surprisingly, the maximum enhancement of polarization will occur in 2BTO/2CTO SL
because the out-of-phase oxygen octahedral rotation requires a minimum number of
two CTO layers. As the density of interface decreases as n increases in nBTO/nCTO
SL, the interface enhancement will take a less important role and the overall polarization is approaching the predicted value based on electrostatic coupling model only.
Indeed, the above is exactly the same trend in the recent polarization measurement
[152, 149]. Jo and co-workers observed another peculiar property in the BTO/CTO
SL [73, 71, 213]. In their experiments the piezoelectric coefficient, defined as the
linearity of strain under applied electric fields, d33 of 2BTO/4CTO is measured to
be 54 pm/V as large as the piezoelectric constant up to 54 pm/V in BTO at room
temperature. It is well established that the piezoelectric tensor is proportional to the
remnant polarization P by dij = qijk Pj kj . In the above, dij , qijk , Pj and kj represent piezoelectric coefficient, electrostrictive coefficient, remnant polarization and
elastic constant respectively. Such experimental result implies a significantly larger
FE polarization than the conventional estimation based on the individual bulk properties and their couplings. In particular, this result has been a puzzle in the field of
ferroelectrics due to the fact that the 60% of SL are composed of CTO layers which
are nonpolar materials with very small piezoelectric responses. However, considering the above described interface effect, it is now much easier to understand this
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phenomenon. The oxygen octahedral network will be reconstructed to form R3c -like
structure combined with oxygen octahedral out-of-phase rotation and tilt that results
into enhanced FE property as well as the piezoelectric response. By considering the
above interface reconstruction, the piezoelectric constant is computed to be 35 pm/V
comparable with the piezoelectric constant of bulk BTO with the value of 37 pm/V.
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CHAPTER 4

WANNIER DEFINED LAYER INVERSE
CAPACITANCE IN PEROVSKITE
SUPERLATTICES

4.1

Abstract

Wannier centers can accurately describe spacial distribution of charges in insulators. This versatile property of Wannier centers has been employed to calculate
inverse capacitance and layer inverse capacitance of bulk and layered materials. Inverse capacitance described in this manner can qualitatively describes the ferroelectic
and antiferrodistortive instabilities, while layer inverse capacitance can effectively describe the phonon mode instabilites at atomic layer level. To test the validity of the
model, we have employed this methodology to describe the crucial properties of artificial BaTiO3 /CaTiO3 (BTO/CTO) superlattices and PbTiO3 /SrTiO3 (PTO/STO)
superlattices. This first-principles modeling approach provides a powerful tool for the
theoretical prediction and design of complex ferroelectric superlattice structures.
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4.2

Introduction

Perovskite superlattice thin films are gaining lot of attention due to wide range of
properties such as multiferroicity, piezoelectricity and hyperferrelecticity. And with
recent advances in fabrication process, these properties provide grounds for novel
device applications[87, 21]. Due to competition between different instabilities and
their mutual interactions, properties of perovskite superlatices are found to change
drastically from their bulk constituents. And thus functional properties such as
polarization[87, 21, 155, 203, 22], magnetoelectric[47, 90, 89], piezoelectric[72, 54, 177]
and dielectric responses sometimes result in unexpected enhanced functionality.
Recently it was demonstrated that it is possible to stabilize highly polar BiFeO3 like phase into CaTiO3 . This was achieved by reconstruction of oxygen-octahedral rotations at interphase of BaTiO3 /CaTiO3 (BTO/CTO) superlattice grown on SrTiO3
(STO) substrate. CTO is paraelectric in its bulk phase, however an artificial e-R3c
phase induced in CTO shown polarization of 56 µC/cm2 . Many intriguing phenomena
occur at the interface of dielectric materials which could drastically change properties
of layered materials compared to their bulk constituents.Therefore it is of great scientific importance to develop new methods to understand these properties at mono
layers as well as at multi-layers which can felicitate the search of new materials with
novel functionality.
Capacitors based on ferroelectric materials could have potential applications in
nonvolatile random-access and high permitting gate dielectrics[147]. However, Firstprinciples modelling of ferroelectric capacitors presents several technical challenges
due to the coexistence of metallic electrodes, long-range electrostatic forces and shortrange interface chemistry. A metal-oxide interface in ultrathin ferroelectric capacitors
gives rise to a dielectric dead layer that in turn reduces the overall capacitance. A
method has been proposed that estimates the critical thickness of oxide film which
minimize the deleterious effect of dielectric dead layer and in turn enhances overall
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capacitance[? 170]. Moreover, a finite-field DFT formalism in which displacement
field D is a fundamental electrical variable could be employed to accurately describe
the dielectric portion of capacitors. Details of this method has been described in
Chapter 1. In this work we present a methodological development to elucidate inverse
capacitance as a qualitative parameter to describe the FE and AFD instabilities
in ferroelectric/paraelectric superlattices. Hence we do not consider a metal-oxide
interface that arises dead layer at two end electrodes.
In general overall inverse capacitance per basel area is defined from the fundamental variables as C −1 = ∂V /∂D. Here V is a potential drop across the SL and D
is displacement field. We use this to define an overall inverse capacitance C −1 of SL.
Then we use Wannnier functions to decompose the overall inverse capacitance into
layer inverse capacitance c−1
to have detailed understanding of interface properties.
i
The SL as a whole behaves as a series of paraelectric/ferroelectric layer of capacitors
connected in series such that C −1 = Σc−1
i .
I will present example showing this approach naturally provides insightful local
description of the inverse layer capacitance /ferroelectric instabilities for zero field
and nonzero electrical bias, and in particular yields valuable information about the
ferroelectric instabilities at atomic layers.
Following is the outline of this chapter. In Section II we review the methodological
background, important development specific to this work and method of calculations.
In section III we discuss important results for BTO/CTO and PTO/STO superlattices and in section IV we conclude with take away points in presented work.
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4.3

Methodology and Calculations

First principle calculations are carried out for two series of insulating perovoskite
oxides, BT/CT and ST/PT, in which their layers stacked in [001] direction with AFD
and FE instabilities. Four layers of nBT/mCT and nST/mPT are stacked along c
axis such that n + m is 4. In plane lattice constant is fixed to a0 =7.275 bohr to
mimic the epitaxial growth of SLs on SrTiO3 substrate, which is consistent with
√
experiments. Lattice vectors are of length 2a0 along [110] and [110] direction and c
≈ 4a0 along [001] directions. The AFD mode associated with oxygen octahedral TiO6
rotation around [001] axis and FE mode along [001] have been explicitly included in
the sublattice structure of P 4bm space group symmetry. The nanodomain formation
have been neglected[214] which might be important for these systems.
We performed calculations of electronic relaxation and structrual minimization
at fixed electric displacement field within the framework of density-functional theory
using the LAUTREC code package[165, 168]. The local-density approximation[119]
is adopted and plane-wave calculations are implemented in the projector augmentedwave[19] framework. We used plane-wave cutoff energy of 80 Ry and a 4 X 4 X 1
Monkhorst-Pack k mesh.
The general relation between macroscopic D field and inverse of capacitance,
C −1 = ∂V /∂D, can be applied at atomic level to find the inverse capacitance per
basal area and potential drop and local electric field are related as V = EL. We have
verified that ∂L/∂D is very small and can be neglected to define inverse capacitance
as C −1 = Lε−1 , where ε−1 = ∂E/∂D and thus C −1 can be used as a measure of
ferroelectric instability as ε−1 . We can use this equation to calculate overall inverse
capacitance of SLs even though this relationship holds at atomic layer as well. In
the following we describe a methodology to calculate layer inverse capacitance for
insulating SLs of perovskite.
Theoretical framework to employ Wannier function’s localization characteristics
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for extracting out ferroelectric properties of insulating crystal structures has been
discussed in detail in Ref.[199]. To compute the capacitance of a SL stacked along
z direction, we minimize the spread of Wannier Functions (WF) only along that direction and calculate the Wannier centers. We decompose the SLs into AO and BO2
layers along [001] direction and using Wannier centers we calculate layer polarization and layer height. These calculations are performed over various constrained-D
field[165, 168] and thus we get layer polarization pi (D) and layer height hi (D), from
which layer inverse capacitance associated with layer j is calculated as follows.

c−1
j

∂hj
∂pj
1
hj + D
−
=
ε0
∂D
∂D

!
(4.3-1)

Working with the constrained-D field framework, we employ the longitudinal boundary condition which limits the force constant matrix to short-range iteration of a few
neighbors. Inverse capacitance given above can be calculated for each AO and T iO2
layers, from which the layer inverse capacitance(LIC) for cell centered on T iO2 is
calculated as
1 −1
1 −1
Ci−1 = c−1
T iO2 ,i + cAO,i−1 + cAO,i+1
2
2

(4.3-2)

Sum-rule can be verified by the calculations that the sum of layer inverse capacitance
P
is same as the overall inverse capacitance of SLs, C −1 = 4i=1 Ci−1 . Hence we have a
general definition of a inverse capacitance for SL, C −1 = L∂E/∂D, which is consistent
with layer inverse capacitance as defined in (4.3-1). Thus, layer inverse capacitance
can also be used as a quantitative measure of FE instabilities and AFD distortions as
ε−1 [203]. For perovskites with high FE polarization, inverse capacitance is strongly
negative, while for paraelectrics, inverse capacitance is positive. And the SLs designed
from PE and FE materials have inverse capacitance expected to be in intermediate
range. This we show by taking an example of BT/CT and PT/ST SLs in the following
section.
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In previous work, it has been show that TCE model accurately captures the
dependence of pi (D) and hi (D) on its local composition environment[176]. The similar
locality principle holds for ci (D) and it can be described as

cl ({s}) = J0 +

X

0

(Jl,i si + Jl,i s2i )

i

+

X

0

00

(Jl,ij si si + Jl,ij si s2j + Jl,ij s2i s2j )

(4.3-3)

ij

+

X

Jl,ijk si sj sk + ...

i

In this cluster expansion, J’s are the D-dependent effective cluster expansion coefficients (ECI’s). J(D)’s are computed from database of ci (D) that have been determined from first principles results. The ”pseudospin” variable is defined as si = 1, 0
and is used to identify the ith AO layer as either PbO(BaO) or SrO(CaO), respectively. This TCE model includes the interaction terms up to second neighbors and
interaction terms up to two body. Furthermore, translation and spatial-inversion
symmetry, Jl,l+m (D) = −Jl,l−m (−D) and Jl,l+m,l+n (D) = −Jl,l−m,l−n (−D), breaks
Eq.(4.3-3) into symmetry-breaking and symmetry-conserving parts, odd and even
respectively. For AO layers inverse capacitance in Eq.(4.3-3) takes form

(−)

cAO = J + J0 + J1 (s1̄ + s1 ) + J2 (s2̄ + s2 )
+ J01 (s1̄ s0 + s0 s1 ) + J02 (s2̄ s0 + s0 s2 )
+ J1̄1 s1̄1 + J12 (s2̄ s1̄ + s1 s2 )
+ J1̄2 (s1̄ s2 + s2̄ s1 ) + J2̄2 (s2̄ s2 ) ,
(4.3-4)
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and

(+)
cAO = J˜1 (s1̄ − s1 ) + J˜01 (s1̄ s0 − s0 s1 )

+ J˜12 (s2̄ s1̄ − s1 s2 ) + J˜2 (s2̄ − s2 ) ,

(4.3-5)

where the layers are labelled [· · · 3̄.2̄.1̄.0.1.2.3 · · · ] with the numbers representing AO
layers (where 3̄ = −3) and the periods representing TiO2 layers. The 0th layer
represents the layer under consideration i.e. the investigated layer. The interaction
coefficients of the form J ’s and J˜’s are functions of D. Layer inverse capacitance for
T iO2 are expanded with interaction coefficients K in the form,

(−)

hT iO2 = K + K1 (s1̄ + s1 ) + K2 (s2̄ + s2 )
+ K12 (s2̄ s1̄ + s1 s2 ) + K1̄1 s1̄1
+ K2̄1 (s2̄ s1 + s1̄ s2 ) + K2̄2 s2̄2 ,

(4.3-6)

and

(+)

hT iO2 = K̃1 (s1̄ − s1 ) + K̃ (s2̄ − s2 )
+ K̃12 (s2̄ s1̄ − s1 s2 ) + K̃2̄1 (s2̄ s1 − s1̄ s2 ) , (4.3-7)

where the layers are labeled [· · · 3̄.2̄.1̄.1.2.3 · · · ] and the central TiO2 layer (period)
is the layer we are expanding around. The interaction coefficients Ks and K̃s are
functions of D.
Each J and K are expressed as Taylor expansion in D upto 7th order. Where the
Taylor coefficients are fitted via least-squares to the respective database (BTCT or
PTST) of first principles calculations.
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4.4

Results and Discussion

In this section we report the results of our calculations in three subsections.

4.4.1

Overall inverse capacitance

In Figure.4.1 We have presented the Overall inverse capacitance of four layers of
nBT/mCT and nST/mPT where n+m=4. The features of this figure depicts the FE
and AFD instabilities. As it is described in previous section, the Inverse capacitance
can serve as a qualitative measure for FE instabilities for wide rage of perovskite oxide
materials. Bulk CTO is found to be paraelectric due to large octahedral rotations
which suppresses the FE instability, and these AFD instability is dominant over
finite bias of polarizing field[192]. These properties of bulk CTO are also reproduced
in our calculation as large positive inverse capacitance, which agrees well with the
previously reported calculations of inverse dielectric permittivities.[202]. In contrast
to bulk CTO, bulk BTO strongly endure octahedral rotations and exhibits strong FE
properties[211], such FE characteristics are reflected in these calculations as strong
negative inverse capacitance. Interface density plays a important role in competting
FE and AFD instabilities. Previously reported results show that larger interface
density enhances polarization, which has been corroborated in experiments[150]. For
BT/CT SLs we have considered different fractions of BT in SLs to study the influence
of interface density on FE instabilities. It is evident from Figure.4.1 that increasing
fraction of BT in SLs suppresses AFD state and enhances FE instabilities, that is
seen as value of inverse capacitance shifts from positive (for CT, 1B3C) to strongly
negative (for 3B1C, BT), which is also observed in experiments [150] and previously
reported calculations[203]. A case when BT fraction is same, 1B1C and 2B2C, the
interface density influences the FE instabilities. For near zero field the larger interface
density in 1B1C SLs shows marginal enhancement in FE instability but with finite
D field this difference becomes more evident. As the depolarizing field D increases,
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Figure 4.1: (Color online) The overall inverse capacitance of (a) BT/CT and (b)
PT/ST supercells as a function of D field. The sum of all the layer
inverse capacitances are represented by the open symbols.
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ferroelectric tendency reduces, this is conformed by increasing value of overall inverse
capacitance.
We also present results for similar SLs consisting of ferroelectric PT and paraelectric ST,nPT/mST, in Figure.4.1(b). The crucial difference between BT/CT and
PT/ST superlattice is that, in former the tilting of octahedran is present while in
later it is absent. Therefore calculations of inverse capacitance is realistic for PT/ST
systems. Analogous tendency is observed where FE instabilities prevails over AFD
state as the fraction of ferroelectric PT increases. On the other hand surprising recovery of polarization has been reported for n/m less then one[39] and that has been
reproduced in our results as slight negative inverse capacitance for 1P3B SL. Effect of
interface density is more eminent here where 1P1S shows considerably larger inverse
capacitance than 2P2S.

4.4.2

Layer inverse capacitance

To develop an atomic scale understanding of FE/AFD instabilities in SLs we carryout layer-by-layer analysis of inverse capacitance which qualitatively describes interface effect and contribution of each layer to overall FE instabilities in SLs. Figure.4.2
shows the layer inverse capacitance (LIC)as a function of D for the cell centered on
TiO2 layer of all BT/CT and PT/ST SLs considered. As it can be seen from the
Figure.4.2, LIC are mainly determined by identity of first-neighbor layers. Trilinear
coupling effect produces AFDzi and AFDzi rotations. These octahedral rotations reduces the polarization by increasing the AFD phase. So the layer polarization of the
TiO2 centered cell is highly depend on the neighboring AO layer. For the case of bulk
BTO and CTO, the octahedral rotations are zero and 13.4o , respectively. When the
TiO2 layer is centered between CT and BT layers, the rotations changes significantly.
Such change in octahedral rotation is also cascaded to second neighbor. These octahedral rotations suppresses the layer polarization which is reflected in layer inverse
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Figure 4.2: (Color online) Dependence of layer inverse capacitances on chemical environment in (a) BT/CT and (b) PT/ST supercells.
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capacitance as the value of LIC moves from negative to positive. Interface effect in
PT/ST are quite different then that in BT/CT SLs, since polarization in PT/ST SLs
is improper type. The striking difference between ST and CT paraelectrics is that
the later is found to be polarized due to neighboring layer which has ferroelectric
polarization and that induces almost the same polarization in ST compared to its
neighboring BT layer. [187, 110] Such effect is evident here for PT/ST where AFD
instability is significantly reduced for PS(T)SS and PS(T)SP layers. Effect of inversion symmetry breaking is seen as asymmetric dependence of LIC on D field(Blue
curves). This methodology accurately satisfies the sum rule that the sum total of
layer inverse capacitance is equal to the overall inverse capacitance of SL.

4.4.3

Predicting inverse capacitance

To elucidate the validity and generality of our method of calculating LIC and
overall inverse capacitance of system of insulators, we checked the sum rule that the
sum of LIC for given SL is equal to the overall inverse capacitance of the SL. In
Figure.4.3 and Figure.4.4, we have shown a comparison of calculated overall layer
inverse capacitance with sum of LIC calculated from interaction coefficients given in
Table.A.1-A.4 for 2B2C and 2P2S SLs respectively. The overall inverse capacitance
for 2B2C SL is calculated as follows.

(C2B2C )−1
Overall =
−1
−1
c−1
CC(B)BC + cCB(T )BC + cCB(B)CC +
−1
−1
c−1
BB(T )CC + cBB(C)CB + cBC(T )CB +
−1
c−1
BC(C)BB + cCC(T )BB
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In our calculation of interaction coefficients we have considered the cluster interactions
upto second neighbors and we can see from Table.A.1-A.4 that interaction coefficients
are very small for second neighbors. We can use this set of coefficients to predict the
overall inverse capacitance of larger SLs, n + m > 4. For BT/CT SLs we have
considered 2B4C and for PT/ST we have considered 3P3S, where n + m = 6. Overall
inverse capacitance for 2B4C is calculated as follows,

(C2B4C )−1
Overall =
−1
−1
c−1
CC(B)BC + cCB(T )BC + cCB(B)CC
−1
−1
+c−1
BB(T )CC + cBB(C)CC + cBC(T )CC
−1
−1
+c−1
BC(C)CC + cCC(T )CC + cCC(C)CB
−1
−1
+c−1
CC(T )CB + cCC(C)CB + cCC(T )BB

where LICs, are calculated from database of 4 layers SLs. Similarly, overall inverse
capacitance for 3P3S can also be calculated using coefficients given in Table.A.1A.4. We have also calculated the overall inverse capacitance of 2B4C and 3P3S
SLs (including both force and stress relaxation over range of D-field) and shown the
comparison in Figure.4.3 and Figure.4.4. We can see a good agreement between
inverse capacitance calculated, minor difference in predicted values may have been
arose from the higher order interaction terms. Thus, these calculations validate the
generality of our model in predicting inverse capacitance of arbitrary SLs of BT/CT
and PT/ST and provides another tool to examine FE and AFD instabilities.
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Figure 4.3: (Color online) Comparison of predicted and calculated overall inverse capacitance of 3B3C SL.
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4.5

Conclusion

In summary, we have developed an accurate model that can predict the overall
inverse capacitance of an arbitrary sequence of SLs using the first-principle results of
short-period SLs only. The predictive power of the model has been demonstrated in
BT/CT and PT/ST systems, in which AFD and FE modes are in strong competition.
A method to calculate Layer inverse capacitance is useful to understand AFD and FE
instabilities at atomic level. Application of TEC is able to accurately predict AFD
and FE instabilities in large period SLs.
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CHAPTER 5

XAS SIGNATURE OF FERROELECTRICITY
IN CROCONIC ACID

5.1

Abstract

Theoretical X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) along with thorough study of lattice
dynamics and ferroelectric polarization has been presented using a recently developed meta-GGA functional, strongly constrained and appropriately normed(SCAN),
for crystalline croconic acid (CA). Effect of centrosymmatric to ferroelectric phase
transition on XAS spectra has been systematically studied. Calculated XAS spectra qualitatively and quantitatively agrees well with experiments. This study reveals
that the oxygen accepting Hydrogen bond (H-bond) accounts for the first prominent
peak in XAS spectra. Experimental and calculated XAS study reveals a connection
between ferroelectric distortion λ and features of XAS. Localized orbitals in excited
states depicts π ∗ and σ ∗ characters of first two and third resonance transitions of
core-hole excitation,respectively.
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5.2

Introduction

In past several years organic ferroelectric (FE) materials are gaining lot of attention due to large magnitude of FE polarization at room temperature. In some cases
the FE polarization is comparable to conventional inorganic FE BaTiO3 [64]. These
organic FE are based on non-covalent molecules formed by one, two or more components, in which ferroelectricity arises either from molecular displacement or from the
collective transfer of electrons or protons. This class of materials also show a displacive
and order-disorder type of phase transitions like conventional inorganic FEs. Generally for the organic FEs an effect of intermolecular and intramolecular forces plays a
significant role in their FE mechanism, which is not the case for conventional FEs.
In addition to ferroelectricity, other functional properties, such as piezoelectricity has
been found along with ferroelectricity in Haloimidazoles, a non-centrosymmetric disordered organic crystaline materials[116, 66]. Therefore, a systematic theoretical and
experimental study of such organic functional materials is essential to understand
mechanism behind their functional character.
Recently a series of organic FE crystalline materials were reported to have a mechanism of proton tautomerisim effect leading to switching of FE polarization[65]. In the
same article it is reported that Croconic acid(CA) is found to have 30 µC/cm2 FE polarization at room-temperature, which was previously measured to be 21 µC/cm2 [65].
Moreover, recent experimental and first principle study of CA have revealed many
chemical[18] as well as structural properties[43, 105], but details of electronic environment around hydrogen bond have not been addressed. X-ray absorption spectra
(XAS) is an ideal tool to get information on the oxidation state and in general on
the electronic structure of the bonds connecting absorbing element. Moreover it also
allows the determination of distances, coordination number and degree of thermal
and/or structural disorder of the local structure surrounding the absorbing atom[25].
In past X-ray absorption near-edge fine structure (XANEFS) spectra has been applied
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to titanate perovskites where it was observed that ferroelectric BaTiO3 and PbTiO3
shows a distinct feature below main-edge emerging due to broken centrosymmetry
of a crystal. One the other hand these features were absent in SrTiO3 and EuTiO3
where symmetry is almost centrosymmetric[131]. Inspired from these experiments,
we studied the effect of FE phase transition on XAS for CA and found that XAS can
also serve as a useful tool in probing ferroelectricity.
In this Chapter we present the systematic study of FE properties of CA using a recently developed metaGGA, SCAN (strongly constrained and appropriately normed)
functional. We see that the lattice parameters and volume are predicted within accuracy of 2% of experimental parameters which is comparable to results from hybrid
functional calculations. Ferroelectric polarization calculated using SCAN shows much
improvement compared to GGAs. We have also presented theoretical and experimental NEXAFS spectra and their oxygen K-edge peak assignments. Systematic analysis
of FE phase transitions and XAS reveals a strong signature of correlation between the
two. In the following we first briefly discuss theoretical and experimental methods
employed in this study and later we present results and discussions.
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5.3

Methodology

The structural properties and ferroelectric polarization of Croconic acid are calculated using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package(VASP) with the projector
augmented wave(PAW) method. The LDA, GGA in the form of PBE and SCAN
meta-GGA are used for comparative studies. We used energy cut-off of 1800 eV for
the better convergence of lattice parameters, and Monkhorst-Pack 4 × 6 × 3 K-points
sampling. All atom positions were fully relaxed until the force on each atom was
less than 0.001 eV/Å. To calculate the XAS spectra, we first generated the molecular structure at room temperature 300K from Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics
(CPMD)[27] simulations within the canonical (NVT) ensemble[101]. We set up a
supercell of croconic acid and performed CPMD simulations using a modified version
of Quantum ESPRESSO package[52]. We adopted the norm-conserving Vanderbilt
pseudopotentials[143] for C,O and H atoms and set the energy cutoff of electronic
wavefunction as 85 Ry. Here the SCAN meta-GGA is used as the exchange correlation functional. The ionic temperatures were controlled through the Nosé-Hoover
chain thermostats. We initially equilibrated the system for about 3ps and then continued for 7ps with a timestep of 2.0 a.u. We calculated the XAS using the Fermi’s
golden rule,
σ(ω) = 4π 2 α0 ~ω

X

|Mif |2 δ(ωif − ω),

(5.3-1)

f

where α0 is the fine structure constant and ~ω is the absorbed photon energy matching
the energy difference ~ωif = Ef − Ei , Ef and Ei are the eigenvalues of the final and
initial states, respectively. We excited each oxygen atom in the supercell of a single
snapshot and then obtained the XAS spectrum by applying a Gaussian broadening
of 0.4 eV. We randomly choose snapshots representation the equilibrated structure
from the Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) trajectory and found the XAS
spectrum is fully converged after averaging 10 snapshots.
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5.4

Results and discussions

In this section firstly I discuss the structural properties of the croconic acid under
various functional and highlight the versatility of SCAN functional. In the next
section I discuss the ferroelectric properties of CA and in the last section I report
theoretical and experimental results which shows a clear signature of H-bond in XAS
spectra.

5.4.1

Structural properties of Croconic Acid

In a recent report SCAN meta-GGA[173] has been shown to systematically improve over LDA/PBE for geometries and energies of diversely bonded materials (including covalent, metallic, ionic, hydrogen and van der Waals bonds) and thus to
enhance largely the predictive power of DFT[174, 31]. Although there has been
broad study on structural properties of croconic acid using semi-local and hybrid
fucntional[43], we show the following comparison to elucidate the versatility of SCAN.
As compared to experimental results,Table.5.1, an average error in lattice parameters using PBE is 6% and average error in volume is 19%. In a recent study it was
shown that the mix of a non-local exact exchange and hybrid-GGAs can further improve the description of covalent, ionic and hydrogen bond[174]. Considering this,
we also compare results from SCAN with PBE0. As we can observe from Table 5.1
that PBE0 has errors in lattice parameters about 4%, 2% and 1% along a, b and c
directions, while SCAN gives about 1% error for all a, b and c. Error in a volume
is 2% and 4% for SCAN and PBE0 respectively. Detailed comparision and values of
lattice parameters and volumes as calculated by different functionals can be found in
Table.B.1 of Appendix B. An important point to notice is that intermediate range van
der Waals(vdW) corrections has shown to improve lattice parameters and volume in
parametrized PBE+D functional calculations for CA[105]. However, parameter free
SCAN improves lattice constants and volume even further. Better performance of
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Table 5.1:

Comparison of Lattice parameters, volume and polarization calculated using different functionals with experiment. Lattice parameters a, b and c are
in units of Å and volume in Å3 . Polarization (P) in µC/cm2 . P4c ,P4b ,P4d
and P4e are percentage contribution of Wyckoff orbit distortions to total
polarization as defined in Ref.[43].
LDA PBE SCAN PBE0 [43] Exp[105]
a
8.32 9.16 8.67
9.00
8.62
b
4.87 5.68 5.06
5.20
5.10
c
10.59 10.92 10.76 10.86
10.92
Volume 429.0 568.4 471.6 508.2
479.5
P
2
23
26
29
30[65]
P4c
45
45
38
37
39
P4b
31
40
35
35
37
P4d
0
0
0
2
0
P8e
24
15
27
26
24

SCAN is attributed to good exchange interaction inherently incorporated in functional which accurately represents short-range and intermediate range vdW. SCAN
performs similar to PBE for C-C, C-O and O-H covalent bonds and C-O-H bond
angles, while H-bond is slightly underestimated by SCAN compared to PBE(1.51Å
for SCAN, 1.54Å for PBE while 1.7Å in experiments).
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SCAN
PBE
LDA
Exp
C1-C2
1.472
1.480
1.471
1.467
C2-C3
1.434
1.449
1.440
1.393
C3-C4
1.430
1.443
1.435
1.440
C4-C5
1.434
1.449
1.440
1.502
C5-C1
1.472
1.480
1.471
1.514
C1-O1
1.216
1.225
1.226
1.213
C2-O2
1.249
1.259
1.254
1.300
C3-O3
1.256
1.268
1.262
1.301
C4-O4
1.256
1.268
1.262
1.233
C5-O5
1.249
1.259
1.254
1.218
H1-O2
1.197
1.209
1.204
0.880
H1-O5’
1.200
1.209
1.204
1.760
H2-O3
1.197
1.215
1.213
0.980
H2-O4’
1.200
1.215
1.213
1.640
C2-O2-H1 116.039 117.305 117.673 113.800
O2-H1-O5’ 180.000 180.000 180.000 169.700
C3-O3-H2 118.040 118.078 118.326 116.200
O3-H2-O4’ 168.819 168.818 169.074 170.300

Pbcm (57)
PBE0*
1.461
1.397
1.443
1.489
1.498
1.216
1.287
1.297
1.229
1.218
1.012
1.012
-

SCAN
PBE
LDA
1.462
1.472
1.470
1.405
1.419
1.437
1.438
1.456
1.434
1.478
1.495
1.442
1.492
1.504
1.472
1.214
1.224
1.226
1.281
1.295
1.255
1.287
1.299
1.264
1.233
1.242
1.260
1.222
1.232
1.252
1.028
1.033
1.252
1.510
1.561
1.217
1.032
1.039
1.196
1.512
1.548
1.230
115.549 115.448 117.481
173.843 173.214 179.807
114.840 115.164 118.036
167.915 167.257 168.988

Pca21 (29)

Table 5.2: Comparison of bond lengths and bond angles of Croconic acid for centrosymmetric Pbcm (57) structure and noncentrosymmetric Pca21 (29) structure calculated using different functionals. PBE0 values are taken from Ref.[43]
and experimental values are taken from Ref.[105]

5.4.2

Ferroelectric properties of Croconic Acid

Functional properties such as ferroelectricity and piezoelectricity has strong dependence on lattice parameters and volume. Considering the overall computational
cost and scalability, SCAN proves to be a better choice of functional for organic ferroelectrics especially those with H-bonds. Recent experiments showed that ferroelectric
polarization of croconic acid is 30 µC/cm2 , which is very close to a berry phase polarization calculated using hybrid functionals[65]. As can be seen in Table 5.1 SCAN
performs better compared to PBE in predicting berry phase polarization. This improvement can be attributed to better lattice parameters predicted by SCAN. To
further elucidate performance of SCAN functional, we decompose a FE polarization
into the corresponding contribution from each Wyckoff position (WP) distortions.
Details of this Wyckoff position decomposition can be found in [43]. We can see
from Table 5.1 that percentage contribution of total polarization is most accurately
represented by SCAN among all functionals considered.
Croconic acid in its ferroelectric ground state has Pca21 structure and in its virtual
centrosymmetric phase it has Pbcm structure where both hydrogen sits between two
oxygens without making any covalent bond with either of oxygen. There are two
phonon modes which drive CA from centro symmetric phase to ferroelectrc Pca21
−
−1
structure, Γ+
respectively.
1 and Γ2 with phonon mode frequencies 97 and 1150i cm

Later one being primary mode with imaginary frequency, CA is classified as a proper
ferroelectric.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of experimental oxygen K-edge XAS of CA (blue) with calculated XAS using at 0K DFT (black) and at 300K AIMD (red).
5.4.3

Signature of FE in XAS

Calculated XAS for Croconic acid in its DFT ground state has been shown in
Figure.5.1 along with experimental spectra. We also present XAS calculated using
AIMD calculations at 300 K. After calculating a XAS, their first peak has been
matched with first peak of experimental spectra. A generic comparison between
experimental and theoretical spectra depicts good agreement in pre-edge and near
edge region. And theoretical results in post-edge region shows good peak alignment
but exaggerated intensity. In the following we discuss an origin of each prominent
XAS peak and reason for the agreement and inconsistency between experimental and
theoretical XAS.
The same XAS along with contribution from each oxygen atom is presented in
Figure.5.2(a). Three prominent peaks are observed in experimental spectra which
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can be matched with peaks in calculated spectra. First peak in calculated spectra
has dual component that corresponds to first peak in experimental spectra. As we
can see from Figure.5.2(b) that oxygen 1, 4 and 5 contribute to first peak. Oxygen
4 and 5 have hydrogen bond with almost similar bond length and that accounts for
nearly degenerate energy peaks. Oxygen 1 has no strong hydrogen bond connection.
Although nearest hydrogen is at distance 2.7 Å and might be considered a weak
hydrogen bond. Thus first peak in XAS is contributed from three distinct oxygens
in CA with H-bond connection. Effect of H-bond length on peak position will be
discussed in later part. Second peak of XAS is at 533.7 eV and corresponds to an
experimental peak right above it. Oxygen 2 and 3 accepts electron from hydrogen
and donates hydrogen bond to oxygen 5 and 4 of neighboring CA ring, respectively.
Higher strength of O-H covalent bond accounts for the XAS peaks with higher energy.
Moreover, almost degenerate peak position corresponds to covalent bonds of nearly
same length giving nearly degenerate binding energies. Third peak in calculated XAS
around 541 eV corresponds to broad peak in experimental spectra starting at 536 eV.
The prime reason for inconsistency in intensity of calculated peak is that we have
employed ground state DFT to get insights into excited states further from HOMO.
Higher intensity of third peak comes from broadening of highly dense energy eigen
states at energies above 536 eV. At lower energies XAS peak position and intensities
match well with experimental spectra due to lower energy eigen-state density as it can
be seen in Figure.5.2(a). It is possible to accurately predict position and intensity
of third peak by employing time-dependent DFT which in turn accurately predict
excited state density of states.
NEXAFS experimental spectra reveal significant fine structure around oxygen Kedges with sharp 1s → π ∗ transition followed by broad features representing 1s → σ ∗
transition above each edge. Three of the distinct oxygen atoms of CA lead to two
different energy shift corresponding to 1s → 1π ∗ with energy separation 2.54 eV. XAS
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resonances and assignment is given in Figure.5.1. Unoccupied states are projected
on oxygen atom due to creation of a core hole. We analysed molecular orbitals
(MO) of crystalline CA and that of a CA monomer. Due to the different chemical
environment surrounding Oxygen atoms in crystalline CA, the MO representing the
first conduction band in CA monomer splits into five π orbitals. O 1s transition to
π orbitals of O1,O4 and O5 correspond to LUMO, LUMO+1 and LUMO+2, and
transition to O2 and O3 correspond to LUMO+15 and LUMO+21. Hence, the first
peak and second peak in XAS arises from transition of 1s core electron to the MO
with π character, while third peak is largely dominated by transition to LUMO+5,
LUMO+14 and other similar LUMO+ states with σ character. Corresponding MO
are shown in Figure.5.1.
CA disintegrates at higher temperature and for that reason it does not have centro
symmetric phase found in nature. As we can see from Table 5.1 that 76% polarization
comes from displacement of hydrogen from centrosymmetric position. To elucidate
relationship between XAS and ferroelectric polarization, we show calculated XAS as a
function of FE distortion λ in Figure.5.2(b). For para-electric phase, λ = 0 and P = 0,
oxygen 1 accounts for first distinct XAS peak at 531.2 eV. However Oxygen 2,3,4 and
5 produce peak at same energy and magnitude, contributing to second peak at 533.2
eV. Later peak is a signature of four hydrogen bonds of length 1.2 Å. As ferroelectric
distortion is introduced, second peak splits into two, splitting results from a centrosymmetric to ferroelectric phase transition. Splitting of XAS peaks is clearly seen after
λ > .4. As λ is increased, hydrogen atoms move towards oxygen 2 and 3, increasing
hydrogen bond-length for oxygen 4 and 5, in turn linearly increasing ferroelectric
polarization. Ferroelectric distortion causes the peak from oxygens connected with
covalent bond and hydrogen bond to undergo blue-shift and red-shift respectively.
In ferroectric ground state, λ = 1, red-shifting peak merges with peak originating
from oxygen 1 excitation to give first peak of XAS, where hydrogen bond-length is
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Figure 5.2: (a) Contribution from each oxygen to overall XAS(black). Transition
cross-section for each oxygen is represented with hollow square. Oxygen
1,2,3,4 and 5 are represented with curves/squares in blue,red,green,cyan
and magenta, respectively. (b) XAS as a function of ferroelectric distortion λ.
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1.51 Å and P = 26µC/cm2 . Thus, XAS calculated as a function of λ depicts change
in local environment of each oxygen in paraelectric to ferroelectric phase transitions.
There exists a class of organic ferrolectric materials for which hydrogen bond plays
a dominant role in PE-FE phase transition. This approach similarly applied to a
class of organic ferroelctrics with hydrogen bond playing important role in driving
and switching FE polarization.
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5.5

Conclusion

We report the systematic study of the structural and ferroelectric properties of
Croconic acid using metta-GGA SCAN and other functionals. We also report the
XAS of CA at ground state and at room temperature. The calculated spectra agrees
well with experimental spectra. Molecular orbital analysis suggests that first two
peaks in experimental spectra emerges from the O 1s → 1π ∗ transition and last
peak emerges majorly due to O 1s → 1σ ∗ transition. Systematic study of XAS
for centrosymmetric to ferroelectric phase transition reveals a strong signature of Hbond in XAS and signature of FE phase transition in Croconic acid. The sensitivity
of XAS to FE phase transition in H bonded FE materials could serve as probe to
detect ferroelecticity in experiments.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY

In this thesis I have presented a wide range of topic in ferroelectrics, especially in
connection with perovskite oxides and hydrogen bonded organic ferroelectrics. The
brief overview of Density Functional theory and modern theory of polarization is presented in Chapter 2. The goal of this book is to touch upon wide variety of physically
accurate methodologies that are both, practically feasible and computationally efficient. It was essentially achieved by employing a newly found meta-GGA (SCAN)
and berry-phase description of polarization under finite displacement field on organic
and perovskite materials.
Ferroelectric properties discussed later on in this thesis are emerging from wide
range of phenomena. Also there are several mile stone achievements necessary to be
discussed before we present our work on layered perovskite superlattices. Therefore
in Chapter 3 we have discussed effect of epitaxial strain, finite displacement field
and other extrinsic and intrinsic parameters affecting the ferroelectric properties of
materials.
In Chapter 4 I have presented a methodology to calculate layer inverse capacitance
and overall inverse capacitance for the superlattice of insulating perovskites. These
quantities can quantitatively describe the ferroelectric and antiferrodistortive instabilities. Layer by layer analysis of ferroelectric properties under finite displacement
field can help us better understand the ferroelectric polarization process. By taking
an example of BaTiO3 /CaTiO3 and PbTiO3 /SrTiO3 we demostrate the applicability
of this methodology to wide variety of insulating perovskite superlattices.
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Structural and ferroelectric properties of organic ferroelectric crystal, Croconic
acid, has been presented in Chapter 5. Employing a new meta-GGA SCAN to calculate the lattice parameters and volume give us an accuracy similar to hybrid functionals. Moreover, ferroelectric properties are also very accurately described using SCAN.
Along with presenting an experimental and calculated X-ray absorption spectra, we
showed peak assignments and molecular orbitals responsible for particular excitation.
We showed with systematic calculations, a connection between the ferroelectric state
and X-ray absorption spectra. This could serve as a tool to probe ferroelectricity in
other hydrogen bonded organic ferroelectrics.
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APPENDIX A

CLUSTER EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS FOR
INVERSE CAPACITANCE MODEL

As describe in the main text Chapter 2 below are the fitted Truncated Cluster
Expansion valued use in the modeling of the layer inverse capacitance for both the
BaTiO3/CaTiO3 and the PbTiO3/SrTiO3 superlattices. The model used for the
BaTiO3/CaTiO3 and PbTiO3/SrTiO3 Superlattice utilized a polynomial expansion
up to 7th order.
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Table A.1: Fitted interaction coefficients for the layer inverse capacitance, cAO , of the
BT/CT AO planes.
J
0th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

J0

J1

-3.4228
-2.2957
-0.0988
-0.0049
0.0091
-0.0097
8.6015
8.5901
0.5278
0.3051
-0.5671
0.6052
-48.0466
8.9214 -51.0224
-5.3257
9.8979 -10.5624
73.0639 -126.8555 193.9797
27.7561 -51.5854 55.0487
J˜1
J˜01
J˜12

0th
-3.6112
9.6846
0.0375
1st
1.1474
1.4530
0.4478
2nd
9.6458 -32.3422
-0.0977
3rd
-2.0352 -21.7008
-2.6278
4th -104.2123 193.1959
-0.9359
5th
16.5028 168.2342 -53.4666
6th 339.6459 -505.8002 -25.2467
7th -177.5699 -553.4009 427.9991

J2

J01

J02

J1̄1

J12

-0.0207
-0.2571 -0.0240 -0.0494
0.0323
0.0124
0.0091 -0.0142 -0.0049
0.0027
0.8660
5.4168 -0.5663
0.2639
0.8042
-0.7689
-0.5658
0.8827
0.3026 -0.1682
-19.1882
21.4886 10.1469 -25.5112 -0.9622
13.4193
9.8750 -15.4055 -5.2812
2.9359
112.8487 -122.0353 -37.2896 96.9899 -46.9616
-69.9384 -51.4659 80.2900 27.5244 -15.3012
J˜2
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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Table A.2: Fitted interaction coefficients for the layer inverse capacitance, cT iO2 , of
the BT/CT AO planes.
K

K1

K2

4.0922
-0.0064
-1.1422
0.6340
4.2480
-14.3531
50.6458
84.1205

0.6225
0.0025
0.1732
-0.2494
-21.9583
5.6684
125.1903
-33.2685

0.0644
0.0025
1.4070
-0.2529
7.8025
5.7291
-72.3850
-33.5848

K̃1

K̃2

K̃12

K̃2̄1

0th
-4.5686
0.0643
0.0554
1st
-3.5568
0.1135
-0.8285
2nd
2.1146
0.4555
-0.4876
3rd
12.4574
-0.9473
1.7893
4th
3.5818
-0.7145
-0.8348
5th -235.0114
46.1384 -54.2914
6th -118.8896 -10.0549 -39.9738
7th 1677.3363 -272.9295 456.2405

0.0089
0.9420
0.9432
-2.7366
0.1203
100.4298
29.9189
-729.1701

0th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

K12

K1̄1

K2̄1

K2̄2

-0.0423
0.3112 -0.0423
0.0322
-0.0015
0.0012 -0.0015
0.0013
-2.2633
0.0866 -2.2633
0.7035
0.1549 -0.1247
0.1549 -0.1265
12.3598 -10.9792 12.3598
3.9012
-3.5254
2.8342 -3.5254
2.8646
-18.1974 62.5952 -18.1974 -36.1925
20.7024 -16.6342 20.7024 -16.7925
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Table A.3: Fitted interaction coefficients for the layer inverse capacitance, cAO , of the
PT/ST AO planes.
J

J0

0th
-4.3141
1st
-0.0135
2nd
15.3847
3rd
0.8376
4th -144.5961
5th
-14.6192
6th 429.3916
7th
76.1918
J˜1

2.1493
0.0150
-23.4336
-0.9298
33.2119
16.2274
599.4259
-84.5736
J˜01

J1̄1

J12

-0.6260
0.0261
0.0102
0.0268 -0.3130
0.0023
0.0260
0.0090
-0.0218 0.0012
6.3448
-5.9839
3.0778
-2.4276 3.1724
-0.1425
-1.6171
-0.5574
1.3520 -0.0712
-15.6700
90.0559
10.0724
58.5247 -7.8350
2.4786
28.2228
9.7279 -23.5969 1.2377
-6.0906 -449.6048 -296.3554 -305.7457 -3.0453
-12.8856 -147.0909 -50.6993 122.9815 -6.4332
J˜12
J˜2

0.0558
-0.0047
3.3872
0.2916
-86.6626
-5.0884
499.1515
26.5196

J1

0th
-4.9703
7.8266
-0.0332
1st
-1.4286
0.7076
0.6476
2nd
9.5092
-10.4208
3.1626
3rd
-26.7213
93.4131 -17.6568
4th
65.8300
35.2464 -72.9797
5th 205.3232 -797.5915 76.4122
6th -660.4620
31.7281 395.0246
7th -338.3461 2091.9421 269.6292

J2

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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J01

J02

Table A.4: Fitted interaction coefficients for the layer inverse capacitance, cT iO2 , of
the PT/ST TiO2 planes.
0th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

K

K1

4.4489
0.0004
1.8314
-0.0240
-16.4338
0.4182
88.7008
-2.1795

-0.6627
0.0033
-0.4880
-0.2050
8.2909
3.5776
-54.4101
-18.6457

K̃1

K̃2

K2

K12

K1̄1

0.1712
-0.0191 -0.3314
-0.0035
0.0000
0.0016
-1.8153
0.1839 -0.2440
0.2152
0.0031 -0.1025
-21.9579
22.7915
4.1455
-3.7551
-0.0540
1.7888
178.5967 -133.3719 -27.2051
19.5705
0.2812 -9.3229
K̃12

K̃2̄1

0th
-3.4925
2.9915
-3.1792
-2.8073
1st
3.6704
0.4026
-1.2916
-0.2718
2nd
-5.3352
4.9896
-0.9133
-4.1358
3rd -15.6376
34.5412
-33.5612
-3.4980
4th -57.3158 -127.8931
86.3742
49.9421
5th
13.8086 -603.0678
616.4079 156.0106
6th 456.3616 629.9653 -509.5909 -184.6302
7th 140.0282 2752.3416 -2815.4778 -910.8208
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K2̄1

K2̄2

-0.0191
0.0856
0.0000 -0.0017
0.1839 -0.9076
0.0031
0.1076
22.7915 -10.9789
-0.0540 -1.8775
-133.3719 89.2983
0.2812
9.7853

APPENDIX B

STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF CROCONIC
ACID

In these appendix we spell out some details on the structural properties of croconic
acid. In the next section we describe the crystal structure of Croconic acid and their
internal and external degrees of freedom,important bond length and bond angles and
their comparison with experimental structure and values reported in other literature.
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Table B.1: Lattice parameters and volume of croconic acid unit cell predicted by
different functionals. Numbers in brackets are percentage difference from
experimental value.
LDA
SCAN
PBE
EXP[105] PBE0[43] HSE[43] B3LYP[43]
a
b
c
Vol

8.322
(-3.4%)
4.866
(-4.5%)
10.593
(-3.0%)
428.962
(-10.5%)

8.668
(+0.6%)
5.057
(-0.8%)
10.759
(-1.4%)
471.64
(-1.6%)

9.159
(+6.3%)
5.683
(+11.5%)
10.921
(+0.1%)
568.433
(+18.5%)

8.619
5.097
10.915
479.507
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9
(+4.4%)
5.198
(+2.0%)
10.863
(-0.5%)
508.17
(+6.0%)

8.998
(+4.4%)
5.196
(+1.9%)
10.863
(-0.5%)
507.89
(+5.9%)

9.171
(+6.4%)
5.259
(+3.2%)
10.966
(+0.5%)
528.89
(+10.3%)
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